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Abstract  

The engineering and design of metal nanoparticles (MNPs) that possess unique 

size-dependent optical and electronic properties is a promising area of research. The 

aim of this thesis is to design and to prepare uniformly sized NPs which bear                       

a dielectric shell that can exhibit desirable properties that can be utilized in solar cells 

and organic light emitting diodes.  

This dissertation is structured in five main chapters. First, a literature review 

focuses on theories and synthetic approaches that are relevant to the objectives of the 

study. In chapter 2, Ag NPs were prepared via the seed-mediated growth method. The 

effect of the pH on the yield was explored to increase the monodispersed yields of Ag 

NPs with various diameters. The plasmonic effect of Ag NPs diameters on inverted 

organic solar cell performance was explored. This study shows that the diameters of 

NPs can be controlled by altering the pH values. The performance of the subjected 

device increases with an increasing Ag NP diameter, yet the 70 nm Ag NPs yielded 

weaker performance. Chapter 3, Au NPs were synthesized via a high-temperature 

reduction method in an organic medium. This research study is the first attempt to coat 

Au NPs with HfO2 shell at two different shell thicknesses. The plasmonic peak shifted 

to longer wavelength according to the refractive index of HfO2. Additionally, the 

adverse effects of high-speed centrifugation on the stability and optical properties of 

NPs were studied. Chapter 4, HfO2@dye-SiO2 and Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 MEF NPs were 
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successfully obtained. Oregon Green-488 maleimide dye was functionalized and 

embedded in the SiO2 matrices. The emission enhancement and increasing in the 

Stokes shift of functionalized dye could ensure its suitability for laser-based 

applications. In conclusion, the design and tuning of the NPs will provide highly 

desirable NPs at high yields that would be suitable for use in electronic and optical 

devices at industrial scales. Also, some suggestions were proposed for future 

investigations that could provide improved results.  

Lasty, throughout my Ph.D's journey, my curiosity drove me to focus on NP 

synthesis. Therefore, the Appendix provides data obtained from the synthesis of NPs 

with different sizes and shapes.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Literature Review 

 

1.1 General introduction 

Noble metal nanoparticles (MNPs) have received great attention because of 

their remarkable optical and electrical properties compared to their bulk counterparts. 

The optical properties of MNPs are originated by so called localized surface plasmon 

resonance (LSPR), which is coherent collective oscillation of conduction band electrons 

in response to the electrical field of the electromagnetic radiation of light.1 Noble metal 

nanostructures can strongly interact with electromagnetic energy and have shown that 

they can behave as receiving antennas by absorbing, concentrating, and scattering 

incident light. These characteristics could lead to their use in the enhancement and 

manipulation of light interaction with emitters, with applications in various fields, 

such as metal-enhanced fluorescence, surface-enhanced Raman scattering, and 

plasmonic solar  cells.2 
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Fig. 1.1: Strongly enhanced radiative properties such as absorption, scattering, 
fluorescence, and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) originate from the interaction of 

light with Au NPs.2 

 

 

Many studies of plasmonic optical properties of metal nanostructures have 

shown that there is a strong relationship between plasmonic absorption and the size, 

shape, and the permittivity of the nanostructures. These parameters play a crucial role 

in many attractive potential applications such as photovoltaics (PVs) and organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs).1,3–5 Therefore, the ability to tune the LSPR by adjusting the 

shape, size, and the permittivity of the embedding materials surrounding metallic 

nanostructures has been actively investigated over the past decade.6   

The most critical factor in designing devices with desired functions is the need               

for a comprehensive knowledge of the morphologies, dimensions, and chemical 

compositions of the respective nanostructures. Therefore, the capability to design, 
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synthesize, and produce nanostructures is a fundamental aspect of the development 

field of nanotechnology.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1.2: The tunability of LSPRs by manipulating size, shape, and the relative permittivity of 
embedding materials surrounding nanostructures.7 

 

Accordingly, the motivation of this research is to study the parameters that 

could help to control the morphologies and dimensions of MNPs, and to provide     

them with low dispersity. Further aim of this research is to design NPs that 

exhibit desirable optical and electrical properties that would be suitable for use in 

industry in electronic and optical devices. Also, the desire to prepare metal-oxide 

coated metal nanostructures (metal@metal-oxide) was a motivation to integrate the 

properties of these two functional materials.  
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1.2 Plasmonic theory 

The study of surface plasmon resonance has gained significant interest since 

1990.8 When electromagnetic radiation (EM) of an appropriate wavelength interacts 

with a metallic nanostructure, the conduction electrons will be excited and undergo 

collective oscillations, known as the surface plasmon (Fig. 1.3).9  

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3: The concept of plasmonics which is the resonant collective oscillations of the 
conduction electrons interact with light .10 

 

This field has enabled the development of methods for the fabrication and 

manipulation of nanometer-sized objects with promising applications in technologies 

such as data storage, quantum optics, optoelectronics, photovoltaics, and quantum 

information processing. All of these technologies are within reach because this 

phenomenon builds a bridge between nanostructures and light by confining light in 

sub-wavelength volumes.8 
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These optical properties are observed in noble MNPs such as gold (Au), silver 

(Ag), and copper (Cu) due to the presence of the electrons in the conduction band.11 

The first observation of surface plasmon behaviors was in 1902 when Wood 

illuminated a metallic diffraction grating with polychromatic light and noticed narrow 

dark bands in the spectrum of the diffracted light, which he referred to as anomalies.8 

The scientific understanding of colloids has developed since the establishment of 

classical electromagnetic theory. In 1908, Gustav Mie, who theoretically solved 

Maxwell’s equations for spherical NPs, explained the strong radiance of Au 

nanosphere under irradiation. This theory explained the scattering and absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation by nanospheres.12 The optical properties of the noble MNPs 

are due to the interaction between the electromagnetic radiation and the conduction 

band electrons of a metal, resulting in collective vibrations of these electrons. The 

incoming light stimulates the oscillations of the conduction electrons, resulting in the 

restoring force that arises from polarization in both NPs and surrounding materials, 

and the confinement of light to sub-wavelength dimensions.12  

When the frequencies of the free electrons and the incident light match,                    

a constructive interference occurs. Moreover, surface plasmon resonance is influenced 

by several factors which are the permittivity of the MNPs, the surrounding materials, 

and the dimensions and morphologies of the NPs.12 The relationship between 

plasmons and the permittivity for the conduction electrons in metal, 𝛆(𝛚), was 

illustrated according to the Drude model as shown in Eqn. 1.1:12 
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𝛆(𝛚) = 𝟏 −
𝛚𝐩

𝟐

𝛚𝟐+𝐢𝛄𝛚                Eqn. 1.1 

𝛚𝐩 = √
𝐧𝐞𝐞𝟐

𝛆𝟎𝐦𝐞
                                                                                

Where 𝛄 is the damping constant, 𝛚 is the angular frequency of the light, 𝛚𝐩 is 

the bulk plasma frequency, ne is electron density, 𝛆𝟎 is the vacuum permittivity, and 

me is the effective free electron mass. 

The electric field of the incoming radiation induces the formation of a dipole in 

the MNPs and thus drives the conduction electrons to oscillate. When the conduction 

electrons are moved away from their equilibrium position, the surface of the particles 

undergoes a restoring force. For a spherical shape, the polarizability, 𝛂(𝝎), is defined 

by:9 

⍺(𝛚) = 𝟒𝝅𝒂𝟑 𝜺−𝜺𝒎

𝜺+𝟐𝜺𝒎
     Eqn. 1.2 

Where a is the sphere radius, 𝜀 is the permittivity of the MNPs, and 𝜀𝑚 is the 

permittivity of the surrounding medium. The strong LSPR peak can be displayed at 

the resonant frequency of the particles:9 

𝛆(𝛚)
′ = −𝟐𝛆𝐦        Eqn. 1.3 

Where 𝛆(𝝎)
′ contributes to the real parts of the permittivity for the MNPs. 
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1.2.1 Noble metal composite impacts LSPR  

The ability of NPs to support the localized surface plasmon resonance rely 

mainly on the density of conduction electrons in the particle and the resonance can be 

shifted by changing the material. The LSPR frequency red-shifts with increasing 

conduction electrons density, leading to a LSPR in the ultraviolet region for Ag (400 

nm), whereas it is located in the visible part of the spectrum for Au (530 nm) and Cu 

(580 nm) as shown in Fig. 1.4.13  

 

 

Fig. 1.4: Surface plasmon absorption peaks for Ag, Au, and Cu spherical NPs with diameters 
of 20 nm13 
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1.2.2 Influence of dimensions and morphologies LSPR 

It is worth pointing out that the optical and electrical properties of the MNPs 

strongly depend on their sizes, and shapes.14 According to the Mie scattering theory, 

the spherical NPs that are very smaller than the wavelength of visible light (a<<
𝜆

2𝑛
, n 

is the refractive index of the medium), the optical scattering cross-section, 𝛔𝐬𝐜𝐚𝐭, is 

negligible and the extinction cross-section, 𝛔, is mainly dominated by absorption cross-

section, 𝛔𝐚𝐛𝐬. As the particles grow larger, they show stronger and red-shifted 

resonance peaks owing to the expanded extinction cross-section. The total extinction 

cross section of a particle is given by:12 

𝛔 = 𝛔𝐬𝐜𝐚𝐭 + 𝛔𝐚𝐛𝐬      Eqn. 1.4 

𝛔𝐬𝐜𝐚𝐭. =  
𝐊𝟒

𝟔π
|𝛂(𝛚)|

𝟐
      Eqn. 1.5 

𝛔𝐚𝐛𝐬 =  𝐊 𝐈𝒎 𝛂(𝛚)      Eqn. 1.6 

Where 𝛂(𝛚) is the polarizability of the MNPs (Eqn. 1.2), and 𝚱 is the wavevector of 

the incident light in the matrix, Im is the imaginary part of 𝛂(𝛚). 
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Fig. 1.5: Diagram showing the electric field lines of the (A) dipole, (B) multipole (left); UV-
VIS extinction spectra with increasing size of Ag NPs beyond 70 nm15 

 

When the particles grow to larger diameters, the resonance peak will broaden 

and shift to lower energies due to a multipole extension. The multipole excitations are 

observed as shoulders or distinct peaks in absorption spectra (Fig. 1.5).10,15 The 

geometric nanostructures make tunable the optical properties of the NPs. Spherical 

NPs exhibit one strong absorption peak in the visible region.14 The LSPR for the 

anisotropic particles (such as nanorods) display two distinct plasmon bands related to 

transverse and longitudinal electron in the conduction bands oscillating (Fig. 1.6). The 

transverse peak shows resonance at shorter wavelength. While the longitudinal peak 

occurs at higher wavelength and depends on the aspect ratio (length (L)/diameter (d)) 

of the anisotropic NPs. The intensity and the wavelength maxima of the longitudinal 

plasmon are influenced by the aspect ratio of the nanorods.16  

 

(A) (B) 
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Fig. 1.6: Interaction of an electromagnetic radiation with spherical and elongated gold 
nanoparticles 14 

 

 

LSPR can be manipulated across visible region to near infrared or to infrared by 

altering the aspect ratio of the nanorods.10,14 The polarizability of elongated NPs can 

be calculated by the corresponding expression that was derived by Gans (extension of 

Mie theory):17 

𝛂𝐗,𝐘,𝐙 = 𝟒𝛑 𝐀𝐁𝐂
𝛆−𝛆𝐦

𝟑𝛆𝐦+𝟑𝐋𝐗,𝐘,𝐙(𝛆−𝛆𝐦)
                 Eqn. 1.7 

 

For elongated ellipsoids (or rods) the B and C axes are equal and correspond to 

the particle diameter, while the A axis represents the particle length along the X, Y, and 
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Z axes (Fig. 1.7). The parameter L x,y,z is related to the depolarization factor and can be 

calculated by:17 

 

𝐋𝐗 =
𝟏−𝐞𝟐

𝐞𝟐 (
𝟏

𝟐𝐞
ln

𝟏+𝐞

𝟏−𝐞
) − 𝟏   

𝐋𝐘 = 𝐋𝐙 =
𝟏−𝐋𝐗

𝟐
                                 Eqn. 1.8 

 

Where is e is an axial ratio and can be calculated by e2 = 1- (B/A)2, in which B/A is the 

aspect ratio (Fig. 1.7).18 

 

 

Fig. 1.7: LSPR in anisotropic particles. E is the electric field of the incident light. Two 
oscillation modes exhibit (i) the transverse oscillation (along the B or C axis) and (ii) the 

longitudinal oscillation (along the A axis).18  

 

(i) 

(ii) 
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The Gans theory predicts that the longitudinal resonance shifts to longer wave- 

lengths with increasing aspect ratio (length L over diameter d), whereas the transverse 

resonance shifts to slightly shorter wavelengths. In fact, the ability to tune the LSPR by 

adjusting the shape and the size of the nanometallic structure has been studied over 

the past decades. The majority of this research has been devoted toward metallic 

nanostructures whose LSPR can be detected in the visible and infrared  region.17  

1.2.3 Environment impact on LSPR  

LSPR frequencies are extremely sensitive to the change of the surrounding 

permittivity of the environment of the metal nanostructures. Eqn. 1.2 illustrates the 

sensitivity of LSPR towards the environment, which includes molecules attached          

to the particle surface, the surrounding material (shell) and the dispersion medium.9,19 

The effect of the shell on LSPR of MNPs will be discussed in section 1.4.  

1.3 Engineered noble metal nanoparticles 

Since medieval times, the fascinating colors of solutions of noble metal 

nanostructures have been utilized by artists, for example staining window glasses and 

the Lycurgus Cup, due to their charming colors especially when those nanoparticles 

are exposed to the light.14 By the end of 19th century, the interest in synthesis of 

colloidal particles of Au and Ag has been increased due to their abilities to absorb and 

to scatter light.4,20,21 Currently, a wide range of nanostructures can be readily 
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synthesized and characterized with numerous shape- and size-dependent physical and 

chemical properties. 

Mainly, NPs synthesis can be divided into two approaches: the chemical 

bottom-up method in which the particle can be constructed from atoms and the 

physical top-down method in which large particles are reduced into NPs.14 Both top-

down and bottom-up approaches have been developed and applied for the synthesis 

of NPs. The chemical reduction method is one example of a bottom-up technique.14 

This method relies on the reduction of corresponding metal precursor salts into pure 

metal with the suitable reducing agents in the presence of capping agents. In 1857, 

Michael Faraday used phosphorus to reduce gold chloride into colloidal Au. Another 

famous and applied method for the preparation of Au NPs was reported by 

Turkevich.22 He added sodium citrate to a boiling solution of AuCl4
− to yield colloids 

with diameter of 15-20 nm. In the mid of 1970s, Frens added some modifications to 

Turkevich’s method to extend the diameters of Au NPs from 15 to 150 nm, by 

controlling the ratio of reducing agent to capping agent.23 Another important approach 

to Au NPs synthesis was developed by Brust et. al. in 1994. In this method Au NPs 

were prepared by adding sodium borohydride (NaBH4) in the presence of alkanethiols 

in a two-phase synthesis method. The particle sizes can be varied from 1-5 nm by 

regulating the amount of thiols.1,4,20,21,24  

Various physical and chemical properties, including optical and conductive 

properties, of noble MNPs such as Au, Ag, and Cu, and so on forth, are influenced by 
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their dimensions that can be varied from a few nanometers (nm) to several 

micrometers (μm). Also, NPs have a wide range of morphologies and their names are 

described by their shapes such as nanospheres, nanorods, nanowire, and nanostars, 

and so forth.17  

During the last few years, several dedicated studies have paid interest in the 

shape- and size-dependent electronic, optical, catalytic, and biomedical applications of 

engineered MNPs.25–28 Engineered MNPs have become in crucial demands due to their 

potential roles in many attractive applications. However, the controlled and 

reproducible synthesis of MNPs remains a challenge. The size and shape of a MNP 

produced during synthesis is mainly controlled through a careful choice of the 

surfactants and by regulating the pH of the medium.  

The choice of surfactants (surface ligands) is crucial in order to successfully 

synthesize MNPs with tailored morphologies, dimensions, and functionalities. 

Ligands play especially important roles which range from controlling the solubility 

and minimization of the surface energy of MNPs to preventing further agglomeration. 

Additionally, ligands can influence the redox properties of NPs or the ability to form 

complexes with active components (e.g., trisodium citrate, oleic acid, etc.).29 

Altering the pH through the addition of acid (H+) or alkali (OH−) results in 

changing the state of a chemical species in solution and coordinative bonding with ions 
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in the precursor monomer solution to form a complex in which the pH value can 

influence the rate of the reaction.30 

1.4  Core/shell nanoparticles (core@shell)  

Core/shell nanostructures can be generally defined as nanoscale materials 

consisting of a core (inner material) that is coated by a thin layer (outer material) of 

another material. NPs with core/shell structures are known as core-shell (or 

core@shell) NPs.31  These  nanostructures can exhibit enhanced optical properties, such 

as LSPR by varying either the composition materials or the dimensions of the core and 

the shell.31,32 Numerous investigations have been focused on the applications of 

coatings (shells) with controlled thicknesses onto different MNPs in order to 

functionalize and to protect the particles from oxidation and aggregation in order          

to meet a diverse range of application requirements such as optics 15,33,34 and 

electronics.35,36  

1.4.1 Solution–gelation (sol-gel) methods 

The synthesis of hybrid organic/inorganic materials is the most attractive aspect 

of the sol–gel method.37 In 1968, Stöber et. al. reported a solution-gelation (sol-gel) 

method to prepare monodispersed spherical silica NPs from a water:ethanol mixture 

in the presence of base or acid as a catalyst.38 Frequently, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) is 

used in the sol-gel precursor for silica in the Stöber method to synthesize silicon dioxide 

(SiO2) NPs. The TEOS compound is immiscible with water. Therefore, several alcohol 
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solvents should be added in order to obtain a homogeneous liquid.38,39 In the first step, 

which is called hydrolysis, the M–OH bond is formed (where M = a metal such as Si or 

Ti). In the second step, the M–OH monomers condense with other M-OH or M-OR (R 

= alkyl) monomers to form a three-dimensional network through oxygen bonding (M–

O–M) with the release of water or alcohol as can be seen in Eqn. 1.9 and 1.10:39 

Hydrolysis: 

M-OR + H2O                          M-OH + ROH  Eqn. 1.9 

Polycondensation: 

M-OH + HO-M                     M-O-M + H2O    

M-OR + HO-M                     M-O-M + ROH  Eqn. 1.10 

Generally, the hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides is a slow process. Hence, acids or 

bases are usually utilized as catalysts to accelerate or to decelerate the sol-gel 

reactions.39 Several preparations have been developed to achieve silica-coated MNPs.40 

Silicon dioxide (SiO2) (with a permittivity ~ 4.5)41 is the most selected shell to coat a 

diverse range of MNPs because it possessed several distinctive properties, one of 

which is the purity. This aspect render SiO2 transparent and therefore it is utilized in a 

variety of optical applications.39 For instance, Feng explored the influence of 

incorporating Ag@SiO2 NPs into an emissive layer. The luminescence efficiency of 

phosphorescent organic light emitting diodes (PHOLEDs) exhibits remarkable 

improvement in the low current density region with these core-shell NPs.40 More 

importantly, the incorporation of a shell provides an ideal passivation layer to achieve 
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the high stability toward oxidation and chemical etching and improves the chemical 

and physical stability of the core component. Also, it provides an opportunity to 

disperse core-shell NPs in a variety of solvents with different degrees of polarities.42,43  

Interestingly, core/shell NPs could be blended into the active layers of organic solar 

cells to enhance the power conversion efficiency.44 

It has been reported that the thickness of SiO2 shells could be tuned by changing 

the concentration of TEOS. The different thicknesses show specific functions for many 

biological, optical, and electronic applications.33,45–48 By manipulating the thickness 

and the relative permittivity of a shell material, the LSPR of MNPs could be tuned over 

a broad region ranging from the near-ultra violet (near-UV) to the near-infrared (NIR) 

wavelength region.4,49 The polarizability   for a spherical core/shell NP can be 

calculated by Eqn. 1.11:37 

α = 
(εshell-εm) (εcore+2εshell) + ρ(εcore-εshell) (εm+2εshell)

(εshell+2εm) (εcore+2εshell) + ρ(εcore-εshell)(εm+2εshell)
        Eqn. 1.11 

Where R is the outer radius, ρ = (R/Rcore)3 is the core volume fraction and εshell, εcore, 

are for the core and shell, respectively. 

Core/shell NPs have been synthesized by numerous researchers and the optical 

responses of these materials bearing shells with different thicknesses and permittivity 

of the materials have been investigated. These materials have enormous potential in 

new technologies such as solar cells 4,49 and drug delivery.50 The synthetic methods 
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leading to a wide range of core/shell NPs along with the applications of these 

nanostructures have been summarized in review articles by Karele et al.31 and Ghosh 

et. al..32 

1.4.2 Dye-doped silica nanoparticles (DDSNs) 

Sol-gel processes can enable the design and fabrication a wide range of 

nanostructured materials, such as fluorescent NPs. By applying the Stöber method,         

a number of organic dyes could be incorporated into silica matrix to obtain distinctive 

nanostructures with desirable optical activity.51 Most fluorescent dyes have long 

conjugated double bonds (pi electrons) that determine the resonant optical absorption 

bands. However, significant challenges are encountered with these molecular 

fluorophores, such as photobleaching, limited fluorescence intensity, and poor water 

solubility which has limited their applicability.52 One of the interesting ways to 

overcome these challenges is to incorporate fluorescent dyes into a silica matrix and 

thus obtain dye-doped silica nanoparticles (DDSNs).53 

The first DDSNs were reported by Van Blaaderen and co-workers in 1992.54 In 

this pioneering work, a fluorescein derivative was doped into a silica nanosphere via 

a covalent bond, and fluorescent silica NPs with different sizes of silica NPs were 

successfully synthesized.54 Since then, the interest in DDSNs materials has grown due 

to their unique optical properties and a wide range of  fluorescent dyes have been 

successfully incorporated into silica gel. In fact, DDSNs have shown marvelous optical, 
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chemical, physical, and mechanical properties, which are different when compared 

with individual molecular fluorophores. These aspects can be noticed in more intense 

fluorescence emission, greater photostability, good water solubility, and low toxicity. 

These advantages of DDSNs can be controlled in order to tune the mechanical, optical, 

electronic, and chemical properties of these materials and thus be exploited in 

biological applications,55,56 with lasers,57 and for detection of metal ions.58 

1.5 Metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) 

During the past decades, the effect of metallic particles and metallic surfaces on 

fluorophores has been studied 59. These studies (metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF), 

plasmon-enhanced fluorescence (PEF), also named surface-enhanced fluorescence 

(SEF)),60 have led to several valuable developments in photophysical properties of 

DDSNs, such as increases in the photostability and decreases in the lifetime of the 

molecular fluorophores.55,59  

The interaction between metals and the fluorophores is a compelling topic. One 

of the accepted proposed mechanisms for this phenomenon is that the plasmon in 

MNPs plays a major role in assisting energy transfer from a metal to a fluorophore.61 

Metallic nanostructures that support LSPR resonance can significantly enhance the 

local electromagnetic fields, thus resulting in a strongly modified local density of 

optical states. The luminescence of a fluorophore that is in the vicinity of metallic 

nanostructures can be enhanced or quenched via LSPR.59 Consequently, the local 
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electric field amplification provides the fluorophores with enhanced excitation 

efficiencies as shown in Fig 1.8.53 

 

 

Fig. 1.8: Modified Jablonski diagram illustrating metal enhanced fluorescence. (A) 
Fluorophore excited by the incident light, (B) the enhanced excitation according to exciting of 

metallic electromagnetic field, (C) the fluorescent emission of fluorophore, (D) the 
nonradiative relaxation, (E) the enhanced emission of the fluorophores in presence of metal. 

The thicker arrows represent increased rates of excitation and emission.53  

 

As can be seen in Fig. 1.8, (A) when a fluorophore is excited by an incident light 

(hυA), it will be elevated from the ground state (S0) to the excited state (S1). In the 

excited state, a fluorophore has two general mechanisms of relaxation to the ground 

state: relaxation through non-radiative decay (D) and through the emission of a 

photon, radiative decay (C). In this case, a fluorophore's emission quantum yield is 

determined by the ratio of the radiative decay rates to the sum of both radiative and 

nonradiative decay rates (Eqn. 1.13). In case (B), when a fluorophore is excited by 

incident light, and the electromagnetic field of a metal nanostructure is in close vicinity, 

the induced plasmons will interact with the fluorophore and enhance of fluorescence 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) (D) (E) 
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emission (E). When enhanced fluorescence is achieved, the intensity gain is reported 

as an enhancement factor (∆F), which is commonly between 1 and 100:62,63 

𝚫𝐅 =
𝐅𝐝𝐲𝐞−𝐅𝐦𝐞𝐭𝐚𝐥

𝐅𝐝𝐲𝐞
      Eqn. 1.12 

In this case, the quantum yield (Φ) and lifetime (τ) of the fluorophore near the metal 

surface are given by:59  

𝚽 =
𝚪+𝚪𝒎

𝚪+𝚪𝒎+𝒌𝒏𝒓
      Eqn. 1.13 

𝝉 =  
𝟏

𝚪+𝚪𝒎+𝒌𝒏𝒓
       Eqn. 1.14 

Herein,  is the radiative decay rate and knr is the nonradiative decay rate, which 

can be attributed to quenching. The total radiative decay rate will be written as + m, 

where m corresponds to the radiative decay rate close to the metal surface. 

Some researchers have investigated the influence of the distance between the 

fluorophores and the metal nanostructures. When the fluorophore is in close proximity 

to a metal surface, energy-transfer from the fluorophore to the metal occurs. As a result, 

the fluorescence quenching takes place since the nonradiative decay rates increases. 

Thus, a number of researchers have investigated the decrease in radiative decay rates 

by manipulating the distance between the fluorophore and MNPs.59,64 Therefore, a 

spacer between the (metal) core and the (DDSNs) shell is crucial to enhance the 

interaction between the NPs and the incident light.65,66  Usually, a silica layer serves as 
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spacer in this type of nanostructure and it was found that the cross section between the 

metal and the dye molecules in silica is 105 larger than of a free dye molecule. Various 

Ag and Au NPs with different shapes have been used to achieve fluorescence 

enhancement.55,67,68  

Different approaches toward chemical and biological analyses rely on metal-

enhanced fluorescence. For instance, fluorescence-based detection helps to improve 

the sensitivity for detection in biotechnology and medical diagnostics.69 In addition, 

fluorescent sensors are ideal tools for  detection of heavy metal ions such as mercury 

in water.64 

1.6 Characterization techniques for nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles have various required analytical characterizations such as the 

chemical composition, dimension, morphology, surface properties, crystallinity, and 

dispersion state. It is important for a researcher in nanoscience to know different 

characterization techniques that are available for the characterization of nanomaterials 

in order to collect accurate data, verify information, and for complete descriptions.70 

Therefore, the characterization techniques such as dynamic light scattering (DLS), 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic 

force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) are the among mostly utilized. Depending on the characterization 
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techniques and different instruments, analysis can be classified as described in the 

following sections. 

1.6.1 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a widely used and effective technique to 

determine the size distribution of NPs in colloidal suspensions in the nano- and sub- 

micrometer ranges. In a colloidal solution the suspended particles are in continuous 

and rapid random motion called as Brownian motion. The velocity of the Brownian 

motion is defined by the translational diffusion coefficient, D. In fact, DLS measures 

light scattering as a function of time, which combined with the Stokes–Einstein 

assumption are used to determine the NP hydrodynamic diameter as given by Eqn. 

1.15:70 

𝐝(𝐇) =  
𝐤𝐓

𝟑𝛑𝛈𝐃
       Eqn. 1.15 

Where d(H) is the hydrodynamic diameter, D is the translational diffusion coefficient, 

k is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝚻 is the absolute temperature, and 𝛈 is viscosity of a 

medium. 

Various factors such as suspension concentration, particle shape, colloidal 

stability, and surface coating of MNPs influences the size value obtained by DLS 

measurements by DLS measurements. Indirect evidence of the extent of core surface 

modification can also be obtained by measuring the zeta potential ζ  of the core 
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particles in the solution.32 This method gives the hydrodynamic diameter of the 

particles. The advantages of DLS include its quick and easy analysis, sensitive to 

aggregation, and yielding a good statistical representation of each NPs sample. 

However, large particles scatter light more than the small particles and even a small 

number of large particles can obscure the contribution from smaller particles. 

Generally, the resolution for polydisperse and heterogeneous samples is quite low.37,70 

1.6.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Is a microscopy technique in which a 

beam of electrons is transmitted through a sample to form an image. When the electron 

beam reaches the sample, part of the electrons are transmitted, while the rest are 

elastically or inelastically scattered.71 The magnitude of the interaction depends on 

several factors, such as size, sample density and elemental composition. An image is 

formed from the interaction of the electrons with the sample as the beam is transmitted 

through a sample. TEM is the most common technique to analyze NPs dimension, 

morphology, and interparticle distance.37 Also, TEM can confirm core@shell NPs 

formation through contrast difference, overall particle size, core size, shell thickness, 

and uniform or nonuniform shell coating. From the contrast difference of the core and 

shell material, the size and morphology of the particles can be easily measured.32 

Nevertheless, some limitations must be considered when using TEM, such as the 

difficulty in quantifying a large number of particles or misleading images due to 

orientation effects.37,70  
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1.6.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the most commonly used 

instrumental methods for the examination and analysis of micro- and nanoparticle 

imaging characterization of solid objects. This instrument produces images of a sample 

by scanning the surface with a focused beam of electrons.71 One of the reasons that 

SEM is preferred for particle size analysis is due to its high-resolution imaging of 

surfaces that can be employed to also characterize nanoscale materials. However, SEM 

imaging mode could not detect the NPs on the back side of the support film that was 

required for the observations. Also, samples must be electrically conductive at the 

surface and electrically grounded to prevent accumulation of static charge. Therefore, 

nonconductive samples should be coated with an ultra-thin conductive film such as 

gold or palladium.71 However, core@shell nanoparticles are difficult to differentiate 

the difference between core and shell materials. Thus, SEM is connected to energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), it can be used for the elemental analysis of the 

shell surface.32 

1.6.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a microscopy technique capable of creating 

three-dimensional images of surfaces at high magnification. AFM can also be used to 

measure the adhesion forces of a material by examining the attraction between the 

atoms of a surface and the AFM probe. AFM has the advantage that it does not require 
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any surface modification or coating prior to imaging. Thus, the topological analysis of 

small NPs (≤6 nm) can be performed by AFM without any special treatment.71 Low 

density materials, which present poor contrast in electron microscopy, can also be 

characterized. AFM has the advantage that images the sample in three dimensions and 

allows the characterization of the nanoparticle height. Furthermore, it has similar 

resolution to SEM and TEM, while costing much less and occupying smaller laboratory 

space. Nevertheless, AFM displays slower scanning times than SEM.70,71 

1.6.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive quantitative 

spectroscopic technique based on the photoelectric effect that can identify the elements 

composition, chemical state, and the overall electronic structure and density of the 

electronic states in the material:70 

𝐄𝐛𝐢𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐧𝐠 =  𝐄𝐩𝐡𝐨𝐭𝐨𝐧 − (𝐄𝐤𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐭𝐢𝐜 +  𝛟)    Eqn. 1.16 

where Ebinding is the binding energy of the electron measured relative to the 

chemical potential, Ephoton is the energy of the X-ray photons being used, Ekinetic is the 

kinetic energy of the electron as measured by the instrument, and 𝛟 is the work 

function of the subjected material. 

XPS can be used to investigate a wide range of surface materials and provides 

valuable quantitative and chemical state information from the surface of the material 
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being studied. The average depth of analysis for an XPS measurement is between 1-5 

nm. In fact, size and shape of NPs and the structure of their ensembles can influence 

both absolute and relative peak intensities and peak energies.71 

1.6.6 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique for analyzing the characterization of 

materials and NPs. XRD provides useful information on the crystal phase, lattice 

constant, and average particle size of NPs. X-ray diffraction is based on constructive 

interference of monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline sample. The interaction of the 

incident rays with the sample produces constructive interference (and a diffracted ray) 

when conditions satisfy Bragg's Law:70 

𝐧𝛌 =  𝟐𝐝 𝐬𝐢𝐧𝛉      Eqn.1.17  

where n is a positive integer, 𝛌 is the incident wavelength, 𝛉 is the constructive angle 

interference and d is the interplanar distance 

The crystallite sizes are obtained from the Scherrer’s equation using FWHM to 

the broadening of a peak. An advantage of the XRD techniques, commonly performed 

in samples of powder form, usually after drying their corresponding colloidal 

solutions, is that it results in statistically representative, volume-averaged values. The 

composition of the particles can be determined by comparing the position and intensity 

of the peaks with the reference patterns available from the International Centre for 
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Diffraction Data (ICDD, previously known as Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction 

Standards, JCPDS) database. However, it is not suitable for amorphous materials and 

the XRD peaks are too broad for particles with a size below 3 nm.70,71 

Indeed, combination and comparison of different analyzing characterizations 

result in building a good understanding of different aspects of nanomaterials. For 

instance, investigating the size and dispersity of NPs by using UV-VIS absorption 

spectra is the first step. The red-shifting plasmon band and changing NPs color is not 

providing a detailed data of dispersity for NPs of different sizes. Therefore, the 

researcher would conclude that UV-VIS absorption spectra should not be used for size 

determination in the case of polydisperse samples. The next step is applying the DLS 

measurement because it is more sensitive than UV-VIS spectra. The UV-VIS spectra 

and DLS are low-cost and fast methods, but attention is required when interpreting the 

results. DLS is performed for any discrepancies in the sizing, for either small or larger 

particles, while the working size range for each technique is also should be given by 

TEM and SEM. Through the TEM and SEM images, the average diameter of NPs sizes 

can be estimated by using the imagJ software. However, these characterizations are for 

very homogeneous samples and cannot confirm the chemical compositions. Therefore, 

the complementary measurements with AFM and XRD will be certainly needed for 

polydisperse samples. AFM allowed the characterization of the grain size and NPs 

coverage of the surface. While XRD identified the chemical composition and crystal 

direction of the particles, XRD can estimate the crystal size accurately.   
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Chapter 2 

Design of a Silver Nanoparticle Doped ZnO-Electron Collection Layer 

for Inverted Organic Solar-Cells Efficiency Enhancement 

 

Achieving the skills and abilities to design and synthesize MNPs that possess 

unique size-dependent optical and electronic properties could enable new applications 

in biomedicine, energy generation, micro- electronics -optics, and catalysis. The 

objective of this chapter is to explore one of the reaction parameters, which is pH, on 

the reaction rates and final products of MNPs in order to obtain NPs with 

homogeneous size distribution. 

The localized surface plasmon resonance of MNPs, including absorption and 

scattering effects, were also studied in order to improve the performance of organic 

photovoltaic cells (OPCs). These synthesized Ag NPs were embedded into the zinc 

oxide (ZnO) electron collection layer of inverted poly (3-hexylthiophene): phenyl-C61-

butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) polymers solar cells. Device fabrication and 

characterization were done in collaboration with partners in the Physics department at 

Queen’s University. 

As a result, silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) with different uniform sizes (10, 20, 

30, 50 and 70 nm) were synthesized by controlling the pH values of the reaction 
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medium. Also, the device with 50 nm Ag-NPs shows enhanced light absorption, which 

improves the short-circuit current density (Jsc). The fill-factor (FF) is also improved, 

yielding a 43% increase in power conversion efficiency (PCE), which reaches 3.3%. The 

external quantum efficiency (EQE) is clearly enhanced by the plasmonic scattering 

effect. The method offers a simple and robust strategy to improve the performance of 

inverted organic photovoltaic devices. 

2.1 Introduction 

The synthesis of MNPs has bloomed in the field of solid-state chemistry. Noble 

MNPs have evolved into several attractive applications in several fields due to their 

distinctive magnetic, optical and electronic properties.1–3 Some studies have found    

the relationship between the optical properties of MNPs and their dimensions and 

morphologies: (1) LSPR are strongly dependent on the particle morphology, size, and 

the permittivity of an environment, (2) local electromagnetic fields, E, can be amplified 

by factor of |𝐸|2 ≈ 104 resulting in an increase in the optical intensities, and (3) the light-

interaction cross-section can be manipulated by modifying MNPs’ sizes (see Chapter 

1).1,4,5 The task of designing and tuning the properties with predetermined resonance 

wavelengths opens up new horizons of modern nanotechnology that are based on 

LSPR.6–10  

Preparation of MNPs via wet route chemical reduction method is probably the 

most frequently used one. This method of preparation is the oldest, yet it is still the 
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most common for preparing NPs because it is a simple, economical, and adjustable 

procedure.11 This method is conducted in a liquid phase by adding a reducing agent 

to reduce the desired metal from its salt precursor into MNPs. However, polydispersity 

of the NPs is one disadvantage and a persistent challenge in the search for fabricating 

processes.6,11,12 A number of studies have evaluated the adversity of polydispersity in 

sizes and shapes on optical properties.13–16 Large efforts have been devoted to the 

preparation of MNPs of different materials, sizes, and shapes. The essential key to 

improve the monodispersity of the MNPs relies on the kinetic control of the growth 

process by selecting an appropriate reducing agent and modifying reaction parameters 

such as the concentration of reactants,17,18 surfactants,18,19 and the pH of an aqueous  

solution.13,14,20,21  

Surfactants (or capping agents) are organic molecules that are generally used to 

stop NPs growth when the desired size is achieved. This occurs because these 

molecules bind to the surface of NPs. They bind to the surface of nanocrystals via polar 

groups to form complexes with metal species in solutions forming a layer of organic 

molecules around a metal core.22 Therefore, surfactant molecules will form suitable 

templates that facilitate the growth process to yield anisotropic nanoparticles.23 Several 

studies show the impact of pH values on the reaction mechanisms, including metal 

precursor stability of the forming complexes, reduction potentials, and the protonation 

state of the capping agent.24 
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Interesting reports introduced a seed-mediated method to obtain mono-

dispersed Au NPs.23,25–27 This method has been developed by Murphy and coworkers 

to achieve anisotropic shapes such as nanorods and nanowires.22,23,28–31 The seed-

mediated method involves two steps. The first step is to reduce the metal salt into seeds 

by using a strong reducing agent such as sodium borohydride (NaBH4) in the presence 

of a surfactant as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)22 or trisodium citrate.32 

The second step is growing these seeds into the desired shape via a so-called a growth 

solution that contains a metal salt precursor, a surfactant, and a mild reducing agent 

(e.g. ascorbic acid). Metal salts in the growth solution are reduced on the surface of the 

seed nanoparticles. The rate of reduction in this stage impacts on the final product of 

NPs formation (i.e. size and shape of NPs).22,33 

The LSPR of MNPs has been exploited to enhance the optical properties of 

OPVs. Attractive studies have illustrated the mechanism and the influence of 

incorporated MNPs into different layers of organic solar cells devices.2,34,35 The LSPR  

of embedded MNPs enhances light harvesting and the absorption of sunlight to boost 

the performance of the devices.36–39 

However, a systematic study on plasmonic OSCs with different size of MNPs is 

relatively important, to examine the relative importance of absorption and scattering. 

Until now, plasmonic enhancement considered a credible approach for the 

enhancement of light absorption as well as increased conductivity owing to the low 

resistivity of the metal; it can also improve surface morphology and exciton 
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dissociation. So, it is worth validating a generic approach that can be transferred to any 

kind of plastic solar cell: that is Ag NPs embedded in the ZnO electron collection layer 

of inverted solar cells.40–42 

Restriction of the layer thickness in OPCs is a motivation to synthesizes narrow 

spherical distribution of Ag NPs and to make them potentially suitable for large-area 

device applications. In this study, the influence of pH medium on the size and size 

distribution of Ag NPs was studied when applying the seed-mediated method.23 This 

method was adopted because it is promising approach to synthesize MNPs with 

tunable dimensions and morphologies. A reason for choosing Ag NPs is mostly that 

they can show broad light absorption in the solar spectrum. Sizes of the Ag NPs were 

tuned by changing the pH of the growth solution by adding sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH).  

Therefore, different sizes of spherical Ag NPs were integrated into the ZnO 

electron collection layer of air-stable inverted poly (3-hexylthiophene):[6,6]-phenyl-

C61-butyric acid methyl ester bulk heterojunction cells. As a result, 50-nm Ag NPs are 

the most suitable for enhancing the OSCs efficiency with 43% enhancement. 
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2.2 Experimental section 

2.2.1 Materials 

Silver nitrate AgNO3 (99.95%, Aldrich), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

CTAB (≥99.99, Aldrich), sodium borohydride NaBH4 (99.99%, Aldrich), sodium 

hydroxide NaOH (≥97.0%, Aldrich), and L-ascorbic acid C6H8O6 (≥99%, Aldrich) were 

used as received. All glassware was washed with aqua regia. Then, they were rinsed 

with distilled water, and purified deionized water DI-water. Mili-Q water was used in 

all experiments. The aqueous solutions of sodium borohydride and L-ascorbic acid 

were freshly prepared every time. 

2.2.2 Ag NPs synthesis 

Silver nanoparticles with average diameters of 10 ±2, 20 ±2, 30 ±2.5,  50 ±3, and 

70 ±5 nm were synthesized by adapting the seed-mediated method 32 with modifying 

the pH values and the amount of seed added into the solution. 

Synthesis of 4 nm Ag seed solution: First, in a 20 mL round-bottom flask, a 5 mL 

aqueous solution containing of 500 μM AgNO3 and 500 μM of CTAB were mixed. 

Under vigorous stirring and ice bath, ice-cold and freshly prepared 0.3 mL of 10 mM 

NaBH4 was added at once. Stirring was stopped after 30 s. This solution was used after 

a 1 hour as starter seeds for the preparation of Ag NPs with larger sizes.  

To obtain bigger Ag nanosphere, 5 sets of growth solution were prepared. In 

each set, 9 mg of CTAB was mixed with 10 mL of 250 μM AgNO3 until it dissolved 
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completely. After that, a 0.5 mL of 0.1 M ascorbic acid was added to each growth 

solution. The pH was altered in each growth solution by adding 4 mM of NaOH as can 

be seen in Table 2.1. 

Set A: Synthesis of 10 ±2 nm Ag NPs: In set 1, 0.25 mL of seed solution was drawn 

and added under stirring. Finally. The solution was pH modified to 8. After 1-2 

minutes of stirring the reaction solution turned dark green.  

Set B: Synthesis of 20 ±2 nm Ag NPs: A 0.25 mL of seed solution was added under 

stirring to the set 2. The solution modified at pH = 8.5 and the color of the reaction 

solution turned yellow green after 1-2 minutes of stirring.  

Set C: Synthesis of 30 ±2.5 nm Ag NPs: For preparing 30 nm Ag-NPs, A 0.25 mL of set 

A was added to the growth solution C and pH was changed at 9. The solution turned 

apple green after 1-2 minutes of stirring.  

Set D: Synthesis of 50 ±3 nm Ag NPs: A 0.25 mL of set C was added to the growth 

solution of set D. The solution turned yellow after 1-2 minutes of stirring.  

Set E: Synthesis of 70 ±5 nm Ag NPs: the pH of the growth solution E was modified 

at 10 after adding 0.25 mL of set D. The solution turned bright yellow after 1-2 minutes 

of stirring. 
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Table 2.1: Experimental parameters of synthesis bigger size of Ag NPs by altering the pH 
values of the growth solution 

 

Set 
NaOH 

(pH) 
color 

Size 

(nm) 

A 8 Dark green 10 ±2 

B 8.5 Apple green 20 ±2 

C 9 Yellowish green 30 ±2.5 

D 9.5 Yellow 50 ±3 

E 10 Bright yellow 70 ±5 

 

 

2.2.3 Device Fabrication 

The patterned Indium tin oxide (ITO) glasses used as substrates were purchased 

from Luminescence Technology Corporation, which has ITO film thickness about 135 

±15 nm, and 15 Ω sq-1 sheet resistance. The ITO substrates were cleaned consecutively 

in an ultrasonic bath with detergent powder, distilled water, acetone and isopropyl 

alcohol for 10 min each and finally dried with air. The substrates were heated at about 

100° C for 5 min. The dried substrates were further cleaned in plasma cleaner for 15 

min. The ZnO solution was prepared by dissolving zinc acetate (Aldrich, 99.9%, 1g) 

and ethanolamine (Aldrich, 99.5%, 0.28 g) in 2-metahoxyethanol (Aldrich, 99.8%, 10 

mL) under stirring for 12 h at room temperature.43 The Ag NPs aqueous solutions with 

an intermediate concentration are blending into the ZnO solution with 2% v/v. The 

presence of water in the ZnO solution (from the diluted Ag NPs solution) did not affect 
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the utility of the ZnO layer because doping is slowed down. After that, the ZnO:Ag 

NPs solutions are stirred in bath ultrasonic for 10 min before deposition of the films. 

The ZnO and ZnO:Ag NPs solution was then spin-coated (3500 rpm, 40 s) with a 

thickness of 30 nm and annealed at 200°C for 30 min in air. For the device, blends of 

P3HT (4002-E, Rieke Metals) and PC61BM (PCBM, Nano-C) with 1:0.8 weight ratio 

were dissolved in dichlorobenzene (DCB) with a concentration of 20 mg/mL of P3HT 

and 16 mg/mL of PCBM weight and stirred for 12 h at 60° C. This solution was filtered 

through a 0.45 µm poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) filter. After that, it was spin-coated 

at 600 rpm for 50 s onto the ZnO layer into a nitrogen-filled glove box. The P3HT:PCBM 

blend films were thermally annealed at 110°C for 10 min on a hot plate in the glove 

box. Thickness of the P3HT:PCBM (active layer) blend-based film was measured to be 

180-200 nm. Finally, 5 nm MoO3 and 100 nm of Ag were deposited by using a physical 

vapor deposition system (PVD), under vacuum at a pressure of 1 x 10-6 mbar and under 

deposition rates of 0.5 Å s-1 and 1.0 Å s-1, respectively. All the devices are deposited 

through a shadow mask, the active area of every device was around 0.06 cm2. Fig. 2.1 

shows the complete device structure with Ag NPs incorporated into the ZnO layer and 

energy diagrams of the inverted organic solar cells. 
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Fig. 2.1: (A) Device structure of inverted OSCs with the detailed structure of glass/ (ITO)/ 
ZnO:Ag NPs (30 nm)/active layer (180 nm for P3HT:PC61BM)/ MoO3 (5 nm)/Ag (100 nm). 

(B) Energy diagram of the inverted OSCs cells. 

 

2.2.4 Device Characterization 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): a Hitachi H-7000, operating at an 

accelerating voltage of 75 kV was used to evaluate the size and shape of the prepared 

nanoparticles. The ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra of Ag NPs  solutions 

and films were recorded with a Hewlett Packard 8452A Diode Array 

spectrophotometer. For the absorption tests of P3HT: PCBM films on ITO/ZnO: Ag 

NPs, we used the corresponding ITO sample as a reference. The photoluminescent (PL) 

spectra of P3HT/PCBM films were collected on a Hitachi F-4500 spectrophotometer 

(excited at 404 nm). Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the devices under 

dark and illumination (100 mW/cm2) were obtained with a Keithley 2400 Source 

(A) (B) 
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measure unit (SMU). The light intensity of the solar simulator was calibrated with            

a standard photovoltaic (PV) reference cell. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) 

curves were obtained with QEX 7 (PV Measurement) system in air. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) images were measured by Veeco MultiMode scanning probe 

microscope operated in tapping mode in air. Thicknesses of the layers were obtained 

with a Sloan Dektak II profilometer. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Ag NPs characterization  

Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) were obtained by the redox reaction. In the first 

step, an aqueous solution of AgNO3 were mixed with CTAB. While stirring vigorously, 

0.3 mL of NaBH4 was added all at once into the mixture in order to reduce Ag+ into 

Ag0. The reaction was left without stirring for an hour for the preparation of Ag NPs 

with larger sizes. The yellow color of the Ag0 seed solution was obtained by mixing of 

the strong reducing agent NaBH4 with Ag+ in the presence of CTAB as a capping agent.   

 

2AgNO3 + 2NaBH4 + 6H2O         2Ag0 + 2NaNO3 + 2H3BH4 +7H2               Eqn. 2.1 

 

In the second step, the concentrations of the AgNO3 and the amount of CTAB 

were set as 250 μM and 0.29 g, respectively in all reactions. The pH values were 
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adjusted in each set by adding sodium hydroxide (0.10, 0.25, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.45 mL). 

The reaction solutions were observed to change from green to bright yellow. 

The bigger Ag NPs were obtained by following the multi-step procedure. The 

prepared spherical Ag NPs are added to a growth solution containing more Ag+, 

CTAB, and ascorbic acid. The ascorbic acid can reduce the Ag+ in the presence of the 

seeds:44 

 

C6H8O6 + 2AgNO3        2Ag0 + C6H6O6 + 2HNO3                 Eqn. 2.2 

 

Fig. 2.2 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectra of the Ag NPs suspensions in 

water under different pH values. The absorbance spectra of Ag NPs are narrow bands 

witness the low size distribution of the NPs. As the pH was mediated from 11 to 8, 

absorbance peak of the Ag NPs shifted from 410 to 470 nm, corresponding to the LRSP 

absorption and scattering. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the spectra 

increases with increasing size of the particles which is an effect of light scattering.  
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Fig. 2.2: UV-VIS absorption spectra of the as-prepared Ag NPs with different sizes 
suspended in water. 

 

TEM was carried out to observe the morphology of the Ag NPs synthesized 

under different pH values. The as-prepared Ag NPs had a spherical shape and 

relatively uniform diameters, as seen in Fig. 2.3, average sizes of the Ag NPs are 

approximately 10 ±2, 20 ±2, 30 ±2.5, 50 ±3 and 70 ±5 nm, respectively. Most Ag NPs 

have a spherical shape and monodisperse size.  
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Fig. 2.3: TEM images of silver nanoparticles in water with (A) 20 ±2, (B) 30 ±2.5, (C) 50 ±3 and 
(D) 70 ±5 nm. 

 

pH of the medium could impact on the redox reaction rate, especially when H+ 

or OH− ions are involved in the reaction. The compound with the highest reduction 

potential is reduced by oxidizing the compound with the lower reduction potential. 

The reduction potential of a redox rate could be influenced by the pH of the media. 

Increase the difference in redox potential between the half cells leads to spontaneous 

reactions and thus obtain smaller sized MNPs. Therefore, manipulating pH is 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

(C) 

 

(D) 
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suggested to manage nanoparticles size. Depending on pH of the solution, there are 

three forms of reductant, i.e. protonated (H2Asc) and partly protonated (HAsc−) and 

deprotonated (Asc2−). With increasing the pH value of the growth solution (by adding 

NaOH), the strength of ascorbic acid increases. In which the reduction rate of the half-

cell will increase as well.20,44  

  

Fig. 2.4:  Distribution of L-ascorbic acid species as a function of pH in aqueous solution.45 

Ascorbic acid has hydroxyl groups and a carbonyl group around the γ-lactone 

ring. The hydroxyl groups can be proton donors or acceptors in hydrogen bonds and 

the carbonyl group can act as proton acceptor.45  

Some research highlights the effect of the counter-ion Br− in CTAB. Br−  ions      

are replaced by the nucleophilic OH−  basic medium, resulting in formation 

cetyltrimethylammonium hydroxide (CTAOH). It has been found that the charge on   

a CTAOH micelle will be reduced with addition of OH− , and it should also be true in 

the same way for the charge on the surface of CTAOH capped Ag NPs. Repulsive 
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forces between particles decreases that makes Ag NPs less able to resist aggregation. 

Thus, Ag NPs at pH of 10 has a low stablility.46,47 This study explains the stability of 

CTAB capped Ag NPs last for more than 10 months. Unlike the CTAOH capped Ag 

NPs (70 nm) in pH=10 which aggregate within three to four days due to reduction of 

the electrostatic repulsion.  

2.3.2 Photovoltaic characteristics of devices incorporating Ag NPs 

Fig. 2.5. shows the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics under 

illumination and in the dark of devices made with and without Ag NPs in the ZnO 

layer. Photovoltaic parameters of OSCs made with different Ag NPs sizes in ZnO are 

reported in Table 2.2. The performance improvement can be attributed to the 

plasmonic properties of the Ag NPs. All devices incorporating Ag NPs perform better 

than the reference device. The 50 nm Ag NPs solar cell is the most efficient, with PCE 

improvement from 2.27% (comparing with the reference device) to 3.25%. 

Improvement of the PCE in the devices with small (10, 20 and 30 nm) Ag NPs is 

attributed to the slight increase in fill-factor (FF) and short-circuit current (Jsc). Devices 

with 50 nm Ag NPs show much better performance with a Jsc increased to 9.95 mA 

cm−2, FF to 56.3% and Voc slightly increased, resulting in the largest PCE of 3.25%. Voc 

slightly decreases with larger Ag NPs of 70 nm, which is attributed to smaller shunt 

resistance (Rsh) that is related to charge recombination.48 
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2.3.3 Dark (J-V) characteristics  

Dark J-V curves are characterized by the series resistance (Rs) and leakage 

currents related to the shunt resistance (Rsh).48–50 Fig. 2.5 (B) shows the dark (J-V) 

characteristics on a log-linear scale. Resistances Rs and Rsh of the device are given in 

Table 2.2. The rectification ratio of OSCs decreased while the leakage current increased 

by Ag NPs incorporation. Large leakage current is measurable as a smaller shunt 

resistance, attributed to interface defects introduced by the Ag NPs.51 The dark (J-V) 

characteristics can also be used to estimate the series resistance (Rs). Rs values 

decreasing from 17.33 to 11.97 Ω cm2 between devices without NPs and device with 50 

nm Ag NPs. This improvement in Rs may be attributed to lowering of the interfacial 

barrier.52,53 

 

Table 2.2: Parameters of the studied devices without and with different sizes of Ag NPs 

Device 
Voc 

(V) 
Jsc 

(mA.cm-2) 
FF 
(%) 

PCE 
(%) 

Rs 
(Ω cm2) 

Rsh 

(Ω cm2) 

Reference 0.57 ±0.01 -7.6 ±0.2 52.7 ±0.2 2.3 ±0.1 17.3 874 

10 nm Ag NPs 0.57 ±0.01 -7.8 ±0.1 52.9 ±0.2 2.3 ±0.1 15.5 784 

20 nm Ag NPs 0.57 ±0.01 -8.8 ±0.1 53.0 ±0.2 2.7 ±0.2 15.2 791 

30 nm Ag NPs 0.57 ±0.01 -9.2 ±0.1 53.6 ±0.2 2.8 ±0.1 12.7 641 

50 nm Ag NPs 0.58 ±0.01 -10.0 ±0.1 56.3 ±0.2 3.3 ±0.1 12.0 656 

70 nm Ag NPs 0.56 ±0.04 -9.7 ±0.1 53.6 ±0.3 2.9 ±0.1  13.3 394 
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Fig. 2.5: (A) Current–voltage characteristics, recorded under 100 mW cm-2 AM 1.5G 
illumination, of devices incorporating Ag NP doped ZnO, (A) Dark J-V characteristics. (C) 

PCE enhancement versus Ag NP size. 
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2.3.4 Absorbance, photoluminescence and External Quantum Efficiency 

Absorbance spectra of P3HT:PCBM onto ITO/ZnO:Ag NPs are plotted in                  

Fig. 2.6 (A). There is almost no visible absorbance change for the smallest NPs. For the 

largest ones, absorbance increased by 5.7, 7.3, and 6.8% for 30, 50, and 70 nm Ag NPs, 

respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 2.6: (A) UV-VIS absorption and (B) photoluminescence spectra of  ITO/ZnO:Ag 
NPs/P3HT:PCBM devices. 

(A) 

(B) 
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According to the Mie theory, absorption of metallic nanoparticles scales like 

their volume; scattering scales like the square of their volume, which means that 

scattering is favored with the largest NPs. As can be seen in Fig. 2.6 (A) The position 

and width of the LSPR absorption peak depends on the size of the Ag NPs. A shift to 

longer wavelengths and broadening of the LSPR peak is observed as the size of NPs 

increases.54,55 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra in figure 5b show a similar enhancement 

as the absorbance in Fig. 2.6 (B), with 36% increase at 710 nm for devices with 70 nm 

Ag NPs, which may be understood in the same manner as the enhancement of 

luminescence with an Ag NP underlayer.53,56  

The External quantum efficiency (EQE), which is defined as the number of 

charges extracted from the device divided by the number of photons incident onto the 

device, is an important parameter to identify solar cells’ behavior in a specific range of 

wavelength. Spectra of the cells without and with Ag-NPs are shown in Fig. 2.7. All 

spectra have the same shape. Similar to the absorbance, the smallest 10 nm Ag NPs do 

not yield significant EQE-enhancement. Interestingly, the EQE increase parallels very 

much the short circuit current given in Fig. 2.5 (C). The integrated EQE spectra yields 

7.5, 7.7, 8.7, 9.0, 9.7 and 9.4 mA cm-2 ±0.2 mA cm-2 for the devices with 10, 20, 30, 50 and 

70 nm Ag NPs, respectively, which values are within error range the same as Jsc in table 

2.2. In conclusion, we attribute the 30% EQE increase seen in Fig. 2.7 to scattering from 

the largest Ag NPs. Indeed, in our specific device design, NPs are incorporated inside 

the ZnO thin film which acts as a hole transport layer. An eventual increase of light 
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absorption in the ZnO film would reduce the device efficiency owing to increased 

losses. That is not what is experimentally observed. However, light scattering which 

increases as the square of the particles’ volume increases with the largest nanoparticles, 

which is what happens also to the efficiency of the solar cells. Incorporation of NPs in 

the ZnO layer increases light scattering behind the ZnO layer, from which light 

interaction with the photo-active polymer layer increases accordingly, thus generating 

more excitons. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.7: EQE spectra of ITO/ZnO:Ag NP/P3HT:PCBM devices. 
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2.3.5 AFM studies 

Fig. 2.8 shows the AFM topographies of the device’s surfaces. The root-mean-

squared (RMS) roughness of the ZnO layer on ITO glass is 3.1 nm. It increases with the 

insertion of Ag NPs in ZnO, to 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.9, and 4.8 nm with 10, 20, 30, 50 and 70 

nm-Ag NPs, respectively. It was suggested that the increase of cathode surface 

roughness, would lead to an increased interface area between the cathode and the 

active layer, allowing a shorter route for the electron to reach the cathode, thus 

improving the electron collection efficiency.53,57,58 This manifests as a reduction in the 

series resistance Rs given in table 1, with the exception of the 70 nm Ag NPs, which are 

actually larger than the expected thickness of the ZnO film.  
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Fig. 2.8: (5 μm x 5 μm) AFM images of ITO/ZnO films, (A) without Ag NPs (B) 10 nm Ag 
NPs (C) 20 nm Ag NPs (D) 30 nm Ag NPs (E) 50 nm Ag NPs and (F) 70 nm Ag NPs. 

(A) 

(F) (E) 

(D) (C) 

(B) 
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In such situation, it is understandable that the Ag NPs would short-circuit the 

ZnO electron collection layer (see Fig. 2.8 (B)), which benefit in blocking the holes and 

draining the electrons from the active material would be lost. Short-circuiting the ZnO 

film with 70 nm Ag NPs justifies the almost 50% drop in shunt-resistance Rsh given in 

Table 2.2, which imparts negatively on the fill-factor. 

2.4 Conclusion  

A good understanding light-matter interaction will provide a handle toward the 

desired exquisite and reproducible control over NPs sizes and shapes, that will 

accelerate the transition of certain synthetic routes from laboratory protocols to 

manufacturing processes. Ag NPs with tunable sizes and narrow dispersity were 

successfully synthesized by the seed mediated method. The uniqueness of this method 

is the separation of the synthesis into steps which provides manipulation of the aspect 

ratio of the final product. A solution of AgNO3 was reduced with a strong reducing 

agent NaBH4 in the presence of a stabilizing agent, which is CTAB, to form CTAB 

capped Ag seeds. By adjusting the pH values in the growth solutions, different sizes 

of monodispersed Ag NPs were obtained. The uniformity of Ag NPs size was obtained 

with adding NaOH to the different sets of growth solutions. Also, the stability of the 

Ag NPs is impacted pH values. In high pH=10, aggregation occurred due to CTAOH 

formation. 
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The as-prepared Ag NPs were designed to study their physical properties in 

doped ZnO-electron collection layer for air-stable inverted OSCs efficiency 

enhancement. Performance enhancement of the inverted OSCs was achieved by 

incorporation of Ag NPs with different sizes from 10 to 70 nm. Evidence is given by 

absorbance, luminescence and external quantum efficiency that 30% efficiency 

enhancement of the PCE comes from light scattering from the Ag NPs, the largest ones 

providing the largest gain. Increasing the Ag NPs sizes induces an improvement of 

charge carrier collection efficiency related to the ZnO layer roughness which reduces 

the series resistance to the benefit of the fill-factor. However, the effect is lost with 70 

nm Ag NPs which short circuit the ZnO thin film owing to the size of NPs that are 

larger than the ZnO thin film Thickness. Best photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 

3.3% is obtained by incorporation of 50 nm Ag NPs, which PCE is 43% larger than the 

reference device. These results provide a simple and effective strategy to improve the 

performance of inverted organic photovoltaic devices. This methodology is amenable 

to any kind of inverted solar cell in which similar PCE enhancement is expected. 

Additionally, these results highlight the issue of polydispersity in the fabrication 

process in thin films devices.  
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Chapter 3 

Synthesis of Gold Hafnium Oxide Core−Shell Nanoparticles via a 

High Temperature Reduction Method Au@HfO2 

 

 

Plasmonic metal@semiconductor nanostructures have received extensive 

attention as they can efficiently expand light absorption and scattering. Progressing in 

dielectric matrix nanocomposites could inspire attractive applications in the optical 

and electronic industries. Herein, this research is the first attempt to coat Au NPs with 

a hafnium dioxide (HfO2) shell. Two different thicknesses of Au@HfO2 NPs were 

obtained by a high-temperature reduction method in the organic medium by 

controlling the amount of the reactants.  

3.1 Introduction 

MNPs have attracted much attention due to their fascinating phenomenon of 

localized surface plasmon resonance.1 LSPR can be tuned by fabricating the MNPs with 

the permittivity of the shell materials.2–5 The core@shell NPs, which contain a good 

conductor as a core within a high dielectric matrix as a shell, have several attractive 

applications in the electrical and electronic industries such as biomedical and 

pharmaceutical applications, catalysis, electronics, enhancing photoluminescence, and 
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creating photonic crystals.6,7 Further, core@shell NPs show tunable optical properties 

from visible to infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum with the change in 

thickness of the shell. These phenomena have opened up ways to resolve a number of 

attractive applications in several fields such as PVs in increasing the light harvesting 

and OLEDs to enhance light emission.5,8,9 

Au NPs have gained thoroughly studied owing to their unique optical, 

chemical, electrical, and catalytic properties. Also, Au NPs have attracted enormous 

interest for applications in biological and optoelectronic applications. 10–12  Various 

methods have been reported for the Au NPs preparation. Reduction of gold 

compounds is one of the most used methods to obtain Au NPs in aqueous and in 

organic media.13–15 

HfO2 has gained a considerable spotlight for several   promising applications 

because of its interesting physical and chemical properties.16 HfO2 attracts interest in 

micro- and nano- electronic and optoelectronic devices due to its large band gap ~ 5.6 

eV. Also, HfO2 has high thermal and chemical stability. Several studies considered 

HfO2 as the most promising high K gate dielectric material to substitute SiO2. 16–18 HfO2 

NPs were synthesized by different synthetic methods such as hydrothermal,19 high-

temperature reduction,20 precipitation,18,21 and via green chemistry.22,23 Further, most 

of the investigations were carried out using HfO2 as a shell with various materials, 

showing interesting impacts. For instance, a study shows that deposited HfO2 on an 

indium arsenide (InAs) nanowires improve the performance in the field-effect 
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transistors (FETs).24 Also, the ZnO@HfO2 core@shell nanowires show significant 

enhanced ultraviolet (UV) emission with varying the thickness of the HfO2 shell.25 

The purpose of this study is synthesizing and coating Au NPs with a HfO2 shell. 

Synthesis of Au, HfO2, and Au@HfO2 core@shell NPs were carried by a high 

temperature reducing method.20 this method was chosen based on the chemical 

properties of the reactants. The precursor salt of Hf is an air-sensitive material. Also, 

the plasmonic behavior and stability of HfO2 on Au NPs were explored. These 

core@shell NPs could be used in optoelectronic devices, including PVs devices and/or 

OLEDs.   

 

3.2 Experimental section 

3.2.1 Materials 

All chemicals: gold acetate Au(ac)3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), 1,2-hexadecanediol 

(90%, Aldrich), phenyl ether (Aldrich), oleic acid (90%, Aldrich), oleylamine (≥98%, 

Aldrich), Tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium TDMAHf (≥99.99%, Stream Chemicals), 

ethanol, isopropanol, and hexane were used as received without any further 

purification. The glassware was cleaned via aqua regia and then flame-dried under 

nitrogen gas flow. 
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3.2.2 Synthesis method 

3.2.3 Synthesis of Au NPs 

Au NPs were prepared according to Presa et al.26 with a slight modification in 

the amount of the surfactants. Briefly, 9 mmol of gold acetate Au(ac)3, 64 mmol of 1,2-

hexadecanediol, and 30 ml phenyl ether were mixed in a three-neck round-bottom 

flask. The mixture was heated up to 80 °C under nitrogen gas. Then, 35 mmol of each 

oleic acid and oleylamine, respectively, were added to the reaction mixture under 

strong stirring. Afterwards, the temperature of a reaction was increased from 80 °C to 

190 °C with applying a reflux apparatus. This mixture was refluxed for 30 minutes. 

After the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, 40 mL of ethanol was 

added to obtain a dark purple precipitate. Au NPs were washed by ethanol first then 

isopropanol, and they were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 30 min. Finally, these ruby NPs 

were re-dispersed in phenyl ether in the presence of equal amount of oleic acid and 

oleylamine (0.75 mL of each).  

3.2.4 Synthesis of HfO2 NPs 

HfO2 NPs were prepared using the same procedures as described.20 Shortly, in 

a  three-neck round bottom flask, 20 mL of phenyl ether, 0.2 mL of TDMAHf, 1.5 mL 

of oleic acid, 1.5 mL of oleylamine, and 2.5 g of 1,2-hexadecanediol were refluxed at 

270 °C for 90 minutes under nitrogen gas. After the reaction was allowed to cool to 

room temperature, the obtained white HfO2 NPs were washed by hexane and 
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centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min for several times. Finally, these NPs were re-

dispersed in phenyl ether in the presence of equal amount of oleic acid and oleylamine 

(0.75 mL of each). 

3.2.5 Coating Au NPs with HfO2 

Au@HfO2 core@shell nanoparticles with different shell thicknesses were 

synthesized by applying a high temperature method. The reactions were performed 

under nitrogen atmosphere.20  

Synthesis of 1 ±0.3 nm thick HfO2: a 100 μL of TDMAHf and 0.8 g of 1,2-hexa-

decanediol were added to the 10 mL solution of as-prepared gold nanoparticles. The 

reaction was refluxed for 90 minutes at 270 °C.  

Synthesis of 4 ±0.2 nm thick HfO2: a 150 μL of TDMAHf and 1.25 g of 1,2-hexa-

decanediol underwent the same reaction condition as the above. 

Finally, the heat was removed to allow the reaction mixtures to cool to room 

temperature. The obtained Au@HfO2 NPs with different thickness of the shell were 

washed with hexane at 4000 rpm for 20 min for several times and redispersed in phenyl 

ether.  
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3.2.6 Structural characterization 

The optical absorption spectra of Au, HfO2, and Au@HfO2 NPs dispersed in 

ethyl ether were recorded with a Hewlett Packard 8452A Diode Array 

Spectrophotometer. The thickness and morphology of the synthesized Au and 

Au@HfO2 NPs were evaluated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) under 

maximum acceleration voltage of 75 kV, a Hitachi H-7000. The XPS data were collected 

using AlKα radiation at 1486.69 eV (150 W, 10 mA). Phase identification was carried 

out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) in a PHILIPS X’Pert using CuKa radiation (λ= 1.5418 Å) 

at 35 kV and 25 mA at a scan rate of 0.02 (2θ/s).  

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Synthesis of Au NPs  

Gold nanoparticles (3 ±0.3 nm) were prepared using oleic acid and oleylamine 

as the capping reagents.27 The influence of the ratio of oleic acid and oleylamine to a 

solvent was studied. The increase amount in oleic acid and oleyamine obtained Au 

NPs smaller than the Presa’s result (6.7nm).26 Oleic acid and oleylamine play an 

important role as surfactants and reducing agents in synthesis and control the shapes 

and sizes of nanoparticles at elevated temperatures.28 Additionally, Au NPs (3 ±0.3 nm) 

were obtained via the reduction of gold acetate in the presence of 1,2-hexadecanediol, 

oleic acid, and oleyl amine at high temperature (190° C) in phenyl ether as a solvent. 

The -OH groups in 1,2-heaxadecanediol are weak and prefer to nucleophilic attack at 
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C-atom in the carbonyl group of the gold acetate as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.26,27,29 The 

concentration of Au NPs was calculated from the concentration of reagents, size of the 

NPs from TEM, and the density of Au (19.3 g cm-3). Using Beer-Lampert’s law, an 

extinction absorption coefficient for the concentration of Au NPs nanoparticles was 

calculated to be 1.067x1020 particles/mL. 
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Fig. 3.1: Synthesis of Au NPs 

 

3.3.2 Synthesis of Au@HfO2 NPs 

Hafnium dioxide was obtained from the decomposition of tetrakis dimethyl-

aminohafnium (TDMAHf) under nitrogen and high temperature to obtain Au@HfO2 

NPs. Tetrakis dimethylaminohafnium is a flammable and moisture-sensitive 

compound. It always must be stored under inert gas and under -5° C. Two different 
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thicknesses 1 ±0.3 and 4 ±0.2 nm of HfO2 were obtained by adjusting the amount of 

TDMAHf. (Fig. 3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2: Synthesis of Au@HfO2 NPs 

 

3.3.3 Spectroscopic investigation of Au@HfO2 NPs 

The optical properties of the synthesized NPs (Au, HfO2, and Au@HfO2 with 

different shell thicknesses) were characterized by the UV-VIS spectroscopy. Fig. 3.3 

shows the absorption spectra of as-prepared NPs. The absorption maximum of Au NPs 

is located at 530 nm, and it shifts to 548 nm upon coating of 1 ±0.3 nm of HfO2 shell. 

Such red shift in the absorption peaks suggests the formation of Au@HfO2 core−shell 

NPs. When the refractive index (n) of the surrounding medium increases (n =εm½, εm 

permittivity of the medium) the surface plasmon resonance frequency is influenced.30 

Au 

HfO
2
 

Au 
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HfO2 NPs does not have absorption in the visible region of the spectrum as shown in 

Fig. 3.3. Remarkably, the absorption of the Au disappears in the Au@HfO2 4 ±0.3 nm 

thickness. As we can see from the UV-VIS spectra, that the agglomeration resulted in 

high scattering. Few studies have suggested that the centrifuge could perturb the 

stabilizing electrical double layer that surrounded the NPs resulting in 

agglomeration.31   

 

Fig. 3.3: UV-VIS absorbance spectrum of Au, HfO2, and Au@HfO2 NPs 1 and 4 nm          
thickness in ethyl ether. 

 

3.3.4 Surface and microscope analysis of Au@HfO2 NPs 

Fig. 3.4 show the TEM micrographs of synthesized NPs. The sizes of Au and 

HfO2 NPs are estimated to be 3 ±0.3 and 30 ±5 nm, respectively. Fig. 3.4 C and D show 

the TEM micrographs of the Au@HfO2 (core@shell) NPs of different thicknesses. As 
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can be seen, the thickness of the HfO2 shell depends on the experimental conditions 

and are 1 ±0.3 and 4 ±0.2 nm, respectively. Fig. 3.4 C shows blurry Au NPs which is 

suggesting coating Au NPs with a thin high-dielectric constant shell of HfO2. 

Increasing the amount of TDMAHf results in increasing the thickness of the shell in 

Fig.3.4 D. which shows two different contrasts. The bright layer is assigned to HfO2 

and the black core is assigned to Au due to the element mass.  

 

  

  

Fig. 3.4: TEM images of (A) HfO2 NPs, (B)Au NPs, (C) Au@HfO2 with 1 ±0.3 nm thickness, 
and (D) Au@HfO2 with 4 ±0.2 nm thickness.  

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 
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The chemical composition and the state of elements of the as-prepared 

Au@HfO2 NPs with 1 nm thickness was studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS, charge neutralizer and a delay-line detector (DLD) consisting of three multi-

channel plates. The assignments of the chemical groups in the HiRes spectra are based 

on the binding energies reported in literature.32–37 Fig. 3.5.a shows the XPS wide-scan 

spectrum for Au@HfO2 NPs with 1 ±0.3 nm thickness. The characteristic peaks of Hf 

(4f, 4d, 4p), O 1s, C 1s, O KLL and N KLL are observed in the general survey     

spectra.38–40 The Hf 4d5/2 and 4d3/2 peaks were clearly detected as can be seen in Fig. 

3.5. b,. The binding energy (BE) position for Hf 4d5/2 is 213.5 eV and Hf 4d3/2 is 224.1 

eV, which corresponds to Hf–O bonding formation.41,42 In Fig. 3.5c, the Hf 4f spectrum 

is deconvoluted into double peak shape corresponding to a 4f doublet. The binding 

energy value of the Hf 4f7/2 and Hf 4f5/2 has are 17.29 and 19.2 eV, respectively. These 

values are in good agreement of XPS data of HfO2 reported in literature.41,43,44 

Furthermore, there are small peaks at positions 30 eV and 23.5 eV because of violation 

of stoichiometry non-stoichiometric sub-oxides HfO2-x.45 these peaks can be attributed 

to oxygen vacancies in non-stoichiometric HfO2.45,46 Fig. 3.5.d shows the O 1s high-

resolution XPS spectrum and its deconvolution into three peaks. The small intensity 

peak at 530.6 eV corresponds to hafnium oxide (O–Hf–O and Hf−O bonds).47 While, 

the other small peak at 533.8 eV and the high intensity peak at 532.45 eV are attributed 

to C-O and C=O, respectively.33 Table 1 summarizes the positions of peaks and the 
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concentration ratios of each element. Subsequently, the element Au was not detected 

in samples and that proves Au NPs was coated with HfO2. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5: High-resolution XPS spectra of the (a) Survey of x-ray photoelectron spectrum          

and (b) Hf 4d of Au@HfO2 NPs 1 nm thickness. 
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Cont. Fig. 3.5: High-resolution XPS spectra of the (c) Hf 4f, and (d) O1s of Au@HfO2 NPs 1 
nm thickness. 
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Table 3.1: The Hf and O atomic percentages and bonding analyses of Au@HfO2 with 1 nm 
thickness. 

Element transition 

Peak 

Energy 

(eV) 

Peak 

Width 

FWHM 

(eV) 

Raw 

Area 

Area/ 

(RSF*T*MFP)* 

Concentration 

(at %) 

O 1s, C-O 533.83 1.15 734.57 1153.22 14.88 

O 1s, 
C=O, C-[C(-O)-O],        

C-O-C 
532.45 1.15 10571 16590.1 74.81 

O 1s, HfO2 530.89 1.15 595.476 934.145 0.83 

Hf 4f7/2, HfO2 17.29 1.26 809.912 362.123 0.32 

Hf 4f5/2, HfO2 19.02 1.26 607.434 271.73 0.24 

Hf 4d 3/2 213.5     

Hf 4d 5/2 213.5     

*  RSF is relative sensitivity factor, T is transmission, and MFP is mean-free Path.33  

 

The phase purity of the synthesized Au@HfO2 NP with 4 nm thickness was 

examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Fig. 3.6). The XRD pattern of Au@HfO2 

nanoparticles was obtained by annealing the NPs on a glass substrate at 350 °C for 1 

hour. The peaks with 2θ values were ~24.4, 28.2, 31.6 and 55.8 (2θ°), that are associated 

with (011), (-111), (111), (130) for HfO2. While peaks at ~ 38.2, 44.3, 64.5, and 81.7 (2θ°) 

are corresponding to (111), (200), (220), and (222) for the Au NPs. In fact, the small and 

noise peaks in XRD are due to the extremely small size of NPs and to the fluctuations 

of atoms about the ideal lattice positions that preserve the long-range order of the 

lattice only give rise to the Debye-Waller factor.48 Consequently, these factors reduce 
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peak heights but does not broaden them. Another possible reason for the signal/noise 

ratio is quite small is the thickness of the film of Au@HfO2 was thin. Likewise, the 

annealing time was insufficient to crystalize the NPs. These problems can be tackled 

by increasing the number of scan and the scanning time. The diffraction pattern 

observed for Au@HfO2 NPs was in close agreement with the standard diffraction 

patterns of Au and HfO2. (International Centre for Diffraction Data, Joint Committee 

on Powder Diffraction Standards for HfO2 34-0104 and Au 40784). The average 

crystallite size of the synthesized Au@HfO2 NPs was estimated by employing the 

Debye–Scherrer (DS) equation as follows:18 

𝐃 =  
𝐊𝛌

(𝛃𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛉)
       Eqn. 3.1 

Where D is the average crystallite size, K is the shape factor (K=0.9), λ is the X-

ray wavelength of CuKα (1.54 Å), β is the full width half- maximum, and θ is the Bragg 

diffraction angle. The average crystallite size of Au@HfO2 NPs calculated from DS 

equation was about 4.5 nm. 
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Fig 3.6: X-ray diffraction of Au@HfO2 NPs (4 ±0.2 nm thickness) 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this study Au@HfO2 NPs were obtained by a high-temperature reduction 

method in solution. Plasmon resonance was analyzed using UV-Vis spectroscopy, 

TEM, XPS, and XRD. Firstly, Au NPs were synthesized (3 ±0.3 nm) in uniform size and 

sphere shape by increasing the concentration of oleic acid and oleylamine. The role of 

the stabilizers are first to control MNPs aggregation and to avoid their further 

coalescence into bulk materials, but they play also an important role in the control of 

their sizes. Au NPs was coating with HfO2 by applying the high thermal reaction.  
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Au@HfO2 NPs with two different thicknesses (1 ±0.3 and 4 ±0.2 nm) were obtained by 

adding specific amount of TDMAHf. HfO2 in the Au@HfO2 NPs influenced the optical 

property of the Au NPs significantly. With Au@HfO2 1 nm thickness shows red shift 

in plasmon band. While the plasmon band disappeared in Au@HfO2 with 4 ±0.2 nm 

thickness resulting in NPs agglomeration. Washing the NPs by a high-speed centrifuge 

could cause agglomeration. Therefore, a stabilizer is needed to keep these 

nanoparticles dispersed after the washing process. Au@HfO2 NPs could be a 

promising candidate for photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices. However, more 

study is needed to explore the optical behavior of HfO2 as a shell. Further studies will 

be conducted to study the optical behavior of HfO2 as a shell. Also, bigger sizes of gold 

nanoparticles will be involved in this study. Additionally, these prepared NPs will be 

incorporated in photovoltaic devices in order to explore the effect of these NPs on PVs 

performance.   
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Chapter 4 

Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence of HfO2@dye-SiO2 and Au@HfO2@dye-

SiO2 NPs 

 

Metal-enhanced fluorescence nanoparticles (MEF NPs) by hafnium oxide as a 

spacer was synthesized. Oregon Green 488 maleimide dye was functionalized and 

incorporated into the silica shell of HfO2@dye-SiO2 and Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 NPs to 

study the enhancement of the LSPR on the fluorescence emission of the dye. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.1: The synthesized MEF NPs 
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4.1 Introduction 

Metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) is a promising technique that has widely 

explored in a large variety of fluorescence-based applications such as biotechnology 

and biochemistry,1 lasing spaser,2 sensing and detecting of heavy metals in water.3,4 

The interaction between conduction electrons of metal nanoparticles (LSPR) with the 

exited states of nearby fluorophores leads to enhanced optical properties of the 

fluorophores such as fluorescence enhancement, fluorophore photostability, increased 

quantum yield, and decreased lifetime. The enhanced luminescence is a governed by 

several factors: nanoparticle size and shape, distance between fluorophore and MNPs, 

and overlap between the emission spectrum of the fluorophore and the surface 

plasmon absorption band of the MNPs.5  

Photophysical properties of fluorescent dyes, including emission, lifetime, and 

photostability, can be modified by incorporating the LSPR of the MNPs in the 

proximity of the excited fluorophore. Therefore, tuning the size and shape of MNPs 

varies the optical extinction, absorption (𝛔𝐚𝐛𝐬), and scattering (𝛔𝐬𝐜𝐚𝐭) cross sections of 

LSPR that can be several orders of magnitude higher than that of the fluorophores (see 

Chapter 1, Eqn. 1.4). 

Fluorescence quenching has been investigated for different NPs with diameter 

ranging from 1- 30 nm. These studies show the quenching is caused by resonant energy 

transfer that could be responsible for increasing the non-radiative decay rate for the 
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fluorophore. Interestingly, these small MNPs are used in biomolecular labeling and 

fluorescence patterning.6–8 

Overlap between LSPR of MNPs and a fluorophore emission spectrum is 

predicted to yield the highest fluorescence enhancement. This process, which calls 

Fluorescence (or Förster) resonance energy transfer (FRET), occurs when the emission 

spectrum of a fluorophore, the donor, overlaps with the absorption spectrum of MNPs, 

the acceptor. The donor and acceptor are coupled by a dipole–dipole interaction. This 

interaction results between the plasmon field and fluorophore, i.e. fluorescence 

quenching or enhancement, has been utilized in developing potential applications in 

biotechnology.9 For instance, conditional quenching of fluorescence may be effectively 

used for another form of sensor or selective quenching, especially when using a 

fluorophore with a low quantum yield.5 The rate of energy transfer depends on 

the spectral overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorbance, the donor 

fluorescence quantum yield, The energy transfer rate, 𝐤𝐄𝐓, is given by:9  

𝐤𝐄𝐓 =
𝟏

𝛕𝐃
(

𝐑𝟎

𝐫
)

𝟔

       Eqn.4.1 

where r is the distance between the donor and acceptor, 𝛕𝐃 is the lifetime of the 

donor in the absence of energy transfer, and 𝐑𝟎 is the Förster radius (typically 2 to 9 

nm).9,10 Adjustment of the distance between a fluorophore and a metal nanoparticle 

plays an important role in the enhancement or quenching the fluorescence. The 

strength of the polarizability of MNPs upon exposure to incident light depends on the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/spectral-overlap
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/quantum-yield
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metal element, particle size and shape. Au and Ag NPs have a strong LSPR effect in 

the visible region and therefore, coated nanoparticles have been suggested for 

achieving improved results.10 Several studies find that coating the metal nanoparticles 

with a permittivity of a material is a useful method to keep the fluorescent molecules 

at a specific distance from the MNPs. Also, this inert coating reduces quenching of the 

fluorescence by nearby MNPs, as well as enhances the fluorescence emission and 

increases the stability of a fluorophore.11–15 The effect of the fluorescence quenching at 

smaller distances between a metal and fluorophore has also been studied.14,16 The 

enhancement factor (EF) can be defined as the ratio of the fluorescence quantum yield 

after MEF (ΦMEF) by the quantum yield of the fluorophore itself (Φ0), according to 

Eqn.4.2:17,18 

𝐈𝐅

𝐈𝐅
𝟎 = (

𝐈𝐞𝐱

𝐈𝐞𝐱
𝟎 ) (

𝚽𝐌𝐄𝐅

𝚽𝟎
)        Eqn. 4.2 

𝐈𝐞𝐱

𝐈𝐞𝐱
𝟎 =  

|𝐄𝟎+𝐄𝐩|
𝟐

|𝐄𝟎|𝟐
        Eqn.4.3 

𝐄𝐩 =  − 
𝐏

𝐫𝟑 + 𝟑
(𝐏  𝐫)𝐫

𝐫𝟓         Eqn.4.4 

𝐏 = 𝛂 𝐄𝟎         Eqn. 4.5 

Hence 
𝐈𝐅

𝐈𝐅
𝟎⁄  is the fluorescence intensity ratio of a fluorophore attached to MNPs 

and in the absence of metal nanoparticles, and it can be obtained from experimental 
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measurements. 
𝐈𝐞𝐱

𝐈𝐞𝐱
𝟎⁄  is the excitation efficiency enhancement. E0 and EP are the 

electric field of the incident optical field and of the metal-coated NPs, respectively, r is 

distance of the fluorophore from the MNPs center, and  is the polarizability (see 

Chapter 1, Eqn. 1.2 and Eqn. 1.7).18   

Organic laser dyes with high fluorescent quantum yields play an important role 

in the development of a variety of applications in laser materials.  Incorporation of laser 

dyes into glasses that prepared by the sol-gel method facilitates the design of new types 

of stable solid lasers tunable in the visible region. In 1989, a tunable organic laser in the 

of 568-583 nm range was prepared by embedding orange perylene dye into a silica 

gel.19 Recently, Oregon Green 488-maleimide (OG-488) has drawn consideration due 

to potential applications in labeling proteins, fluorescence imaging applications, and 

lasing.2 Also, OG-488 dyes exhibit long-wavelength absorption spectrum, high 

fluorescence quantum yield, and good photostability.15 

Au NPs have attracted considerable interest and research with regard to their 

use in biomedical applications,20 solar cells,21 catalysts,22 and nanophotonics.23 

Functionalized Au NPs gain significant interest in biomedicine applications owing to 

their ability to behave as a regulator of gene function and non-toxic drug carrier.1,24 

Additionally, Au NPs are exploited in nanophotonic research due to their inherent 

ability to produce strong electromagnetic fields at their surface LSPR.25  
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The objective of this work is to explore the influence of the hafnium oxide (HfO2) 

as a spacer between Au NPs and the OG-488 maleimide in MEF NPs. However, a 

question remains about whether HfO2 can be a good separation matrix that might lead 

to enhance photoluminescence. We expect that our study results will be helpful leading 

to new opportunities in the fabrication of MEF NPs that can have an impact on 

technological developments as PVs and OLEDs. 

4.2 Experimental section 

4.2.1 Materials 

Gold acetate Au(ac)3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), 1,2-hexadecanediol (90%, Aldrich), 

phenyl ether (Aldrich), oleic acid (90%, Aldrich), oleylamine (≥98%, Aldrich), hexene, 

tetrakis (dimethylamino) hafnium, TDMAHf (≥99.99%, Aldrich) 3-aminopropyl-

triethoxy-silane, APTS (99%, Aldrich), Oregon green 488 maleimide (OG-488 

maleimide) (Thermofisher), triethoxy(octyl)silane (97%, Aldrich), dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO), and anhydrous toluene (99.8%, Aldrich) were used as received.  

4.2.2 Structure characterizations 

The optical absorption spectra of as-prepared NPs dispersed in DMSO were 

recorded with a Hewlett Packard 8452A Diode Array Spectrophotometer. The 

thickness and morphology of the synthesized Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 NPs were 

evaluated by the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) under maximum 

acceleration voltage of 75 kV, a Hitachi H-7000. The photoluminescent (PL) spectra of 
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Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 NPs were collected on a Hitachi F-4500 spectrophotometer. 1H 

NMR spectrum was recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz. 

4.2.3 Synthesis of Au and HfO2 NPs and coating Au NPs with HfO2  

Au and HfO2 NPs were synthesized in organic solution using a high 

temperature and a reduction method. The method was illustrated in Chapter 3. Also, 

the as prepared Au NPs were coated with HfO2 with 1 nm thickness using the 

procedure described in Chapter 3. Finally, the synthesized HfO2 and Au@HfO2 NPs 

were washed several times with hexane and redispersed in anhydrous toluene. The 

reason for applying this method is to incorporate organic laser dyes into organically 

modified silicates (ORMOSILs).  These sol-gel derived dye-ORMOSILs proved to be 

good hosts for the laser dyes in terms of stability and optical gain. Additionally, heat 

treatment to densify the oxide matrices is necessary in order to obtain better 

mechanical properties and lower optical scattering losses.19 

4.2.4 Preparation of silanized OG-488 maleimide  

Silanized OG-488 maleimide (APTS-OG) was obtained from 3-amino-

propyltriethoxy-silane as reported elsewhere.15 In the dark, 5 mg of OG-488 maleimide 

was dissolved in 5 mL of DMSO under nitrogen. After that, 2.5 mg of 3-amino-

propyltrithoxysilane (APTS) was added. The reaction was left for 2 hours under 

stirring at room temperature. Lastly, bright orange solution of silanized OG-488 

maleimide was obtained. This solution was kept in an inert atmosphere. 
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4.2.5 Silanized OG-488 maleimide incorporation into the silica shell  

To incorporate silanized OG-488 maleimide into the silica shell, the preparation 

procedure was adapted from Liu et. al.26 Briefly, 2 sets of 5 ml of as-prepared HfO2 and 

Au@HfO2 NPs were redispersed into 2.5 mL of anhydrous toluene, 200 μL of prepared 

APTS-OG, and 1 mmol of triethoxy(octyl)silane were added at appropriate amounts 

for each set (Table 4.1). The reaction was conducted in an oil bath on a hot plate 

combined with stirrer for 12 hours at 105 ˚C under dark and nitrogen conditions. After 

the solution reaction cooled down to room temperature, the orange nanoparticles were 

separated and washed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 20 minutes with hexene to 

remove non reacted fluorophore molecules.  

 

Table 4.1: Amounts of triethoxy(octyl)silane in each set 

 

 

 

 

 

Set NPs 
Shell thickness 

(nm) 

triethoxy(octyl)silane 

(μL) 

1 HfO2 - 31.4 

2 Au@HfO2 1 1.32 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Synthesis of silanized OG-488 

The synthesis of HfO2 and Au NPs, as well coating Au NPs with HfO2 as a shell 

was explained in Chapter 3. In this study HfO2 and Au@HfO2 NPs were fabricated 

with an outer silica shell containing the dye covalently linked with APTS molecules 

through carbon-nitrogen bond in order to study the optical properties of as-prepared 

fluorescent nanoparticles.  
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Fig. 4.2: Reaction between OG-488 maleimide and APTS in DMSO to covalently link the dye 
to the organosilane.  

 

The fluorinated derivative in OG-488 makes the molecules more photostable.    

A bright orange APTS-OG molecule with a strong emission was obtained through 

addition reaction of the amino group of the silane coupling agent at the double bond 

in the maleimide moiety of the dye forming a covalent bond 27 (Fig. 4.2). After that, the 
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as-prepared HfO2, Au@HfO2 and APTS-OG molecules were used in the condensation 

reaction to incorporate APTS-OG in the silica shell.  

Exposure of the dye and APTS-OG to longer ultraviolet radiation shows the 

strong luminescence of the APTS-OG. Also, the color of the dye changed from yellow 

to orange which indicates that a chemical reaction was likely occurring (Fig. 4.3). 

 

                        (A) 

 

(B) 

 

Fig. 4.3: OG and APTS-OG in the (A) light and (B) under the UV-lamp 
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Table 4.2: Comparison between the proton shift of the OG-488 and the APTS-OG molecules 

 
*The proton shift data was provided by the ThermoFisher company (400 MHz, d6-DMSO) 
(s= singlet, d= doublet, t=triplet) 
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Fig. 4.4: 1H NMR spectrum of APTS-OG (600 MHz, d6-DMSO) 
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As we can see in the NMR spectrum (Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.2), the HC=CH proton 

in the maleimide moiety shifted from 7.29 to 7.24 ppm. Two signals arose for two now 

bonds which are CH-NH bond at 3.82 and H-H bond at 2.89 ppm 27. Also, we can see a 

number of unchanged chemical shifts which exhibits an incomplete reaction. These 

signals refer to unreacted dye and APTS molecules. That indicates the APTS-OG 

molecules were obtained in low yield. The dye commercially is available in low 

quantity which makes difficult to prepare a sample for analysis and reading signal on 

a detector. 

4.3.2 Synthesis Fluorescent HfO2@dye-SiO2 and Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 NPs 

The primary reason for incorporating the dye within the silica shell in organic 

medium is the poor solubility of the OG-488 in aqueous solutions. It aggregates in 

water and this may decrease the dye efficiency for use in a laser. Triethoxy(octyl)silane 

is a very hygroscopic material and the reaction was conducted under nitrogen. The 

three hydrolysable ethoxy (−OET) groups can react with silicon, whereas Si–C bonds 

are stable toward hydrolysis. The suggested mechanism is the ester elimination 

between metal alkoxides (Fig. 4.5). Additionally, the condensation reaction rate is slow 

because of spatial hindrances caused by long octyl group chains.28,29 
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Fig. 4.5: Reaction route for incorporating silanized OG-488 maleimide in the silica shell   

 

4.3.3 Optical study of Silanized OG-488 maleimide  

The spectroscopic characterizations of dye are fundamental for fluorescence-

based applications, especially in energy production (e.g. photovoltaic cells and organic 

light emitting diodes) or pharmaceuticals (e.g. diagnostics and drugs). The absorption 

(λmax) and emission (λem) spectra, as well as the molar absorption coefficients ( λ) and 

Stokes shifts (∆v) were measured for the dye and functionalized dye. Fig 4.6 shows the 

UV-VIS and fluorescence intensity of OG and APTS-OG in DMSO. The absorption 

maximum of APTS-OG was shifted to 520 nm; the molar absorption coefficient of OG 

was provided by Thermo Fisher company (76000 cm−1 mol−1 dm−3). In representative 
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environment, the absorption and emission spectra of OG-488 maleimide is λmax = 506 

nm, λEm = 536 nm, and the molar absorption coefficient = 76395 cm−1 mol−1 dm−3 in 

DMSO. Interestingly, the fluorescence intensity of the APTS-OG shows a significant 

red-shifted emission λEm = 570 nm. The molar absorption coefficient is 59541.3 

cm−1 mol−1 dm−3.  

 

Fig.4.6: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of OG-488 and silanized dye in DMSO  

 

Table 4.3: The extinction coefficient (ε) the absorption maxima (λabs.), the emission maxima 
(λEm), and Stokes shift (∆v) of the OG and APTS-OG in DMSO (2.2 X 10-3 Mol dm-3) 

 ε (cm-1 Mol-1 dm-3) λabs. nm λEm nm ∆λ nm ∆v cm-1 

OG 76395 506 536 30 1106.12 

APTS-OG 59541 520 570 50 1686.91 
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The absorption and the fluorescence emission spectra of OG and APTS-OG were 

measured at room temperature in DMSO. Stokes shifts, defined as the wavelength 

difference between the absorption and emission peak maxima (∆υ=υem-υabs.), are 

frequently used to determine the change of the vibrational states during the absorption 

or emission of a photon.  Based on the spectra, the Stoke shift is increased from 30 nm 

for OG to 50 nm for APTS-OG. Also, the photoluminescence of APTS-OG shifted to a 

longer wavelength due to extended conjugation of the phthalide ring with the 

xanthene group.30  

For efficient energy transfer, spectral overlap between the donor emission and 

acceptor extinction spectra is an essential condition. The as-synthesized 3-nm Au 

nanospheres show an absorption peak at around 530 nm. After coating the Au NPs 

with the HfO2, the absorption peak shifts to 548 nm due to the change of the 

permittivity (Chapter 3.3.2). Fig 4.7 shows the overlap between the UV-VIS absorption 

of spherical gold nanoparticles fabricated with a HfO2 thin shell and the fluorescence 

emission of APTS-OG (violet curve).  
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Fig.4.7: Spectral overlap between the absorption of Au@HfO2 and the emission of APTS-OG 

 

 

Before studying the fluorescence of APTS-OG in MEF NPs, these MEF NPs were 

washed several times to remove the free APTS-OG molecules by centrifuge. The 

supernatant solution was drawn and collected in another flask. By measuring the UV-

VIS of the collected supernatant, the resulting absorption peak at 570 nm corresponds 

to the absorption peak of the silanized dye. All the absorption and fluorescence in the 

following study comes from inside the MEF NPs. Fig. 4.8 shows the UV–VIS absorption 

spectra of as-prepared NPs Au, Au@HfO2, Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2, HfO2, HfO2@dye-

SiO2, and APTS-OG in DMSO.  
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Fig.4.8: VU-VIS absorption spectra of the as-prepared Au, Au@HfO2, Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2, 
HfO2, HfO2@dye-SiO2, and APTS-OG in DMSO. 

 

 

Fig. 4.9: TEM image of Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 
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As we can see in Fig. 4.8, the HfO2 NPs is not showing any peak in the visible 

region. Yet, incorporating APTS-OG in the HfO2@dye-SiO2 NPs shows a red-shifted 

peak of the APTA-OG at 552 nm. The absorption peak of Au@HfO2 NPs was shifted 

by 18 nm due to the refractive index of HfO2 (Chapter 3.3.2). The absorption peak of 

the MEF nanostructure Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 is more broadened. The reason behind 

that is the increase in the size of the NPs by the SiO2 shell, in which increase the 

scattering of incident light. Notably, for the HfO2@dye-SiO2 the absorption peak of the 

dye has red-shifted at 548 nm. By examining the TEM image in Fig. 4.9, we can estimate 

the thickness of the SiO2 shell (10 ±0.15 nm) in the Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2. We assumed 

that the visibility of Au NPs in hampered by the SiO2 shell which is an insulator that 

gets charged by electrons under the TEM and deviates the e-beam of the TEM. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, undesired quenching occurs at close proximity 

between the metal and the dye molecules that lead to direct losses. Interestingly, the 

as-prepared MEF NPs show weak orange luminescence with HfO2@dye-SiO2 and 

Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 even though the HfO2 spacer of is 1 nm. Another possible reason 

for this weak luminescence is applying heat during the polymerization process. 

Unfortunately, the fluorescence of the as-prepared MEF NPs quenched during the 

school lockdown because of Covid-19, and I could not have a chance to measure the 

emission. We assumed that the dye inside the silica shell has photodegraded because 

of free radical formation within SiO2.31 Also, the NPs were agglomerated because they 

were kept for a long time without applying shaking or adding stabilizing agents. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

The MEF NPs Au@HfO2@dye-SiO2 and HfO2@dye-SiO2 were successfully 

synthesized. Gold nanoparticles have been synthesized and coated with a thin hafnium 

oxide layer as illustrated in Chapter 3. The chemical reaction yield of OG-488 

maleimide with a co-silane coupling agent is less than 100% yield. It is possible to 

obtain a high yield of APTS-OG by adding a Lewis acid (e.g. Li+) as a catalyst in the 

reaction mixture.  The APTS-OG shows enhancement in absorption and fluorescence 

spectra. Interestingly, APTS-OG display a large Stokes shift. This increase could be 

considering in OLEDs and in biological applications. This functionalized dye was 

incorporated into a SiO2 shell by using triethoxy(octyl)silane. Since the APTS-OG can 

be incorporated into the silica shell, it could prevent the dye from eluting by dissolving 

in solvents such as water. Also, the organic dye can be incorporated into the silica 

network at adjustable concentrations, making it possible to improve the performance 

film. These as-prepared MEF NPs showed weak orange emission. Unfortunately, the 

fluorescence was quenched from the MEF NPs during the COVID-19 lockdown. This 

study could anticipate the achieving new opportunities for the fabrication of photonic 

meta-materials and have an impact on technological developments seeking to exploit 

plasmonic effects on the nanostructures to manipulate light at nanometer length scales. 

Additionally, it is recommended to keep the MEF NPs in a cold place in tightly covered 

vials to avoid agglomeration and consequently diminished fluorescence. Additionally, 

it is recommended the keeping the NPs under stirring to avoid sedimentation.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and future work 

 

The interest in MNPs has raised significantly because MNPs are an essential 

candidate for various fundamentals and technological implications in wide range of 

nanotechnology. The strong relationship between the NPs dimension and morphology 

drives significant research to synthesis NPs. Significant methods of preparation of NPs 

of different materials, sizes, and shapes have been published. However, polydispersity 

of obtained NPs is a key challenge in fabricating processes and manufacturing of 

optoelectronic devices that rely on single‐crystalline thin‐film. As we demonstrated in 

Chapter 2, the reaction was designed to achieving low dispersity of Ag NPs. After that, 

these as-prepared NPs were incorporated inside the ZnO thin film. According to the 

Mie scattering theory, light scattering increases as the square of the particles’ volume 

increases in which enhances the OSCs performance. However, the 70 nm Ag NPs are 

bigger than the ZnO layer in which causes the short circuit. This study emphasized the 

adversity of polydispersity on device performance.  

Having the skills and ability to design different core@shell and MEF 

nanostructures is what I am looking forward to. Fabricating Au NPs with HfO2 as a 

shell was the first attempt in this research study. The reaction methods were chosen 

based on the chemical and physical properties of the reactants. Additionally, it is 
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important to gain knowledge about the proper laboratory instruments to characterize 

prepared NPs accurately. As we illustrated in Chapter 3, the losing plasmonics 

absorption of Au@HfO2 (4 nm thickness) in the UV-VIS spectra assumed the failed 

experiment. However, through different characterization techniques such as TEM and 

XRD showed that the Au@HfO2 NPs were successfully achieved after gathering and 

analyzing data.  

Also, there are various preparation methods to obtained MEF NPs. It is 

important to understand the principles of experimental design to achieve the desired 

NPs in order to target the prospective application. In Chapter 4, we prepared MEF NPs 

in organic medium to enhance the emission properties of the OG-488 maleimide and 

to synthesis spaser as a first try for our group research. Besides, HfO2 was used for the 

first time as spacer for MEF NPs. Further experiments and analysis of data will be 

performed to understand HfO2 optical and electrical properties to determine potential 

future applications of this material.  

In the future, we would like to explore the scattering effect of the bigger sizes of 

Ag NPs (< 70 nm) into the inverted OSC devices. Hence, these prepared Ag NPs will 

be coated with ZnO as a shell (i.e Ag@ZnO) to avoid short circuit. Furthermore, to 

enhance the performance of the inverted OSC device, MoO3 NPs (a hole transport 

layer) will be fabricated by a sol-gel method. It has been reported that MoO3 has been 

widely employed due to its better environmental stability, high work function, high 

optical transparency, and non-toxic nature.1 
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Fig. 5.1: Prospective (A) structure of the inverted OSC (B) Ag@ZnO NPs 

 

The effect of the size of Au NPS on the reflect and energy transfer has a huge 

impact on the optical properties. Big NPs (< 40 nm) scatter light better than the small 

NPs. So, bigger Au NPs (around 50 nm or nanorod) will be prepared to enhance the 

MEF NPs. Further, the interesting optical and electrical properties of HfO2 would be 

continued investigated and fabricated as a shell to seek for the optimal distance for 

fluorescence enhancement. Also, these prepared Au@HfO2 nanoparticles will be 

incorporated in the photovoltaic devices in order to explore the performance of OSCs. 

Also, XRD analysis will be measured to study the crystal formation of HfO2 with 

different temperatures.  

To obtain a high yield of the silanized OG-488 maleimide dye, a Lewis acid 

catalyst which is lithium chloride (LiCl), will be added to the reaction mixture to obtain 

high yield of APTS-OG maleimide molecules.2  
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Fig. 5.2: Proposed reaction to functionalize OG-488 maleimide dye by adding LiCl. 

 

For the silica shell process, the condensation and polymerization reaction will 

be conducted in pyridine instead of toluene to avoid applying heat. Indeed, HfO2 as a 

spacer shows interesting optical behaviors in MEF. However, additional experiments 

are needed to better determine the distance dependence of these interactions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3: Prospective reaction route for incorporating silanized OG-488 maleimide in 
the silica shell  
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Appendix A 

 

1. Fabricating Ag NPs with SiO2 with different thicknesses 

1A.1 Materials 

Silver nitrate AgNO3 (99.95%, Aldrich), Sodium Citrate dihydrate 

Na3C6H5O7.2H2O (99+%, Aldrich), Tetraethylorthosilicate TEOS (≥ 99%, Fluka), 

ammonia hydroxide NH4OH (28-30 wt%, AR, Mallinckrodt), and ethyl alcohol (95%, 

Carolina) were used as received. 

1A.2 Synthesis 

1A.2.1 Preparation of Ag NPs by a reduction method 1 

A 0,045 mg of AgNO3 was dissolved in 250 ml distilled water and brought to 

boiling. 2 ml of Na3C6H5O7.2H2O (10%) was added to the AgNO3 solution drop by 

drop. The reaction was kept at the same temperature and under vigorous stirring for 

one hour. At this point, the solution turned to greenish yellow which indicates 

formation of Ag NPs. The heat was removed to cool down the reaction to room 

temperature. Finally, the solution was centrifuged at 500 rpm for 30 minutes in order 

to remove the larger particles Ag NPs in the solution.  
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1A.2.2 Coating Ag NPs with SiO2 shell by utilizing the modified Stöber method2 

The as-prepared Ag NPs were concentrated to 20 ml by Centrifugation. The 

obtained NPs were transferred into a round flask of 500 ml in volume mixed with 200 

ml of ethanol. Subsequently, 4 ml of NH3 was adding to the solution in order to adjust 

its pH value to ~ 10. Afterwards, 1 ml of TEOS ethanol solution (10 mM) was added to 

the mixture every 30 minutes under gentle stirring. In total of adding TEOS to the NPs 

solution X ml (X = 5 and 10). Next, the mixture was left for 24 hours at room 

temperature to continue the reaction. Finally, a centrifuge used to collect the NPs at 

4000 rpm for 30 minutes and to wash them three times with ethanol. 

1A.3 Results and Discussion 

AgNO3 solution was mixed with aqueous solution of Na3C6H5O7.2H2O at 

boiling temperature resulting in generating Ag0 nanostructures. Sodium citrate plays 

an important role to accomplish the reaction. Also, sodium citrate can be used as a 

reducing and stabilizer agent at the same time. The reaction needs a high temperature 

in order to decompose the complex compound that is formed between Ag and citrate.  
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Fig. 1A.1: The UV-Vis. spectrum of Ag NPs and (a) Ag@SiO2 NPs with 7 nm thickness and 
(b) Ag@SiO2 with 13 nm thickness in water 

 

 The peak wavelength of the bare silver colloids between 400 and 445 nm 

represents the typical surface plasmon resonance. With presence of silica shell, the 

surface plasmon resonance peak shifted to the longer wavelength; this red shift results 

from the local environment and refractive index change on metal surface according to 

surface plasmon theory as shown in Fig. 1A.1. Clearly, by using TEM, the 

nanostructures of the Ag@SiO2 with two different thickness show well dispersed 

nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 1A.2. There are obviously two different contrasts in the 

TEM images, the dim one is assigned to the Ag and the fade halo is assigned to the 

SiO2 shell. 
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Fig. 1A.2: TEM images of Ag@SiO2 NPs with different shell thickness: (A) 7, (B) 13 nm 
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2. Synthesis of Au NPs with different sizes and shapes by applying the 

seed-mediated method3–5 

2A.1 Materials 

Chloroauric acid HAuCl4.3H2O (99.99%, Aldrich), cetyltrimethyl-ammonium 

bromide CTAB (≥ 99.99, Aldrich) and (99%, Acros), sodium borohydride NaBH4 

(99.99%, Aldrich), sodium hydroxide NaOH (≥97.0%, Aldrich), L-ascorbic acid C6H8O6 

(≥99%, Aldrich), 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane APTS (99%, Aldrich), sodium silicate 

solution (≥10% NaOH basis, ≥27% SiO2 basis), tetraethylorthosilicate TEOS (≥ 99%, 

Fluka), ammonia NH3 (28-30 wt%, AR, Mallinckrodt), and ethyl alcohol (95%, 

Carolina) were used as received. All glassware was washed with aqua regia. Then, 

they were rinsed with distilled water, and purified deionized water DI-water. Mili-Q 

water was used in all experiments. The aqueous solutions of sodium borohydride and 

L-ascorbic acid were freshly prepared every time. 

2A.2 Synthesis Method 

2A.2.1 Synthesis of Au nanorods  

Gold nanorods were synthesized using a seed-mediated method in a three-step 

procedure. First, the seed solution was prepared by following El-Sayed method with 

modified the pH of the reaction solution.6  An aqueous solution of 10 mL of 250 μM 

HAuCl4.3H2O and 0.3 g of CTAB was mixed in a round-bottom flask in the ice bath. 
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NaOH was added to increase the pH to 12. After that, a fresh 0.6 mL of iced 100 mM 

NaBH4 was added to the solution at once under vigorous stirring. The solution turned 

brownish yellow immediately which indicates the particles formation. The vigorous 

stirring of the seed solution was continued for 2-3 minutes. After that, the stir bar was 

removed, and the solution was kept at 25° C. This solution was used as seeds after 2 

hours of preparation at room temperature. A time of 2 hours is needed for any 

remaining borohydride to degrade by reaction with water. In addition, stirring the 

solution after adding the reducing agent is demanded to confirm that reducing agent 

spreads equally in the solution reaction.    

Second, to synthesize gold nanorods, the three-step seeding process was 

followed. Three sets A, B, and C were labeled. In each set, 9 ml of growth solutions 

contained 250 μM HAuCl4.3H2O and 0.3 g of CTAB as a rod-inducing surfactant. The 

solutions were heated till they turned dark orange and CTAB got completely 

dissolved. After that, the solutions were allowed to cool at room temperature, 50 μL of 

100 μM ascorbic acid was added to each set. Next, 1 mL of seed solution was added to 

the solution A. the solution A turned pink after shaking for 5 minutes. After four hours, 

1 mL of solution A was added to the solution B. The color turned deep pink within 5-

7 minutes with vigorous shaking. After that, 1 mL of solution B was drawn after four 

hours, and it was added to the solution C. After vigorously shaking for 10 minutes, the 

color turned brick. Finally, the solution C was left overnight to ensure the complete 

growth of nanoparticles. Next day, a brown color can be observed at the bottom of the 
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flask. All the pink top solution was gently removed by suction. Finally, the Au 

nanoparticles were centrifugated at 2000 rpm for 20 minutes and dispersed in 10 mL 

of Mili-Q water. A vivid brown color appeared upon agitation. 

2A.2.2 Coating gold nanorods with silicon dioxide 

As reported Liz-Marzán et. al. 6 to render the gold surface “vitrophobic” 7,6. The 

as-prepared Au nanorods were centrifuged at 5000 for 10 minutes by Mili-Q water to 

remove excess of CTAB. Then, 30 mL of Mili-Q water was added to the 20 mL of as-

prepared gold solution. Next, 250 μL of 1mM APTS was added to the Au nanorods 

solution under vigorous stirring. The solution was left to stand for 15 minutes to ensure 

complete complexing of the amine group with gold surface 6. After that, 2 mL of 0.45 

wt% sodium silica (pH =11-12) was added to the stirring colloidal solution. The 

solution was kept under stirring for 15 days at room temperature. After that, Au@SiO2 

nanoparticles were obtained by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 10 minutes and 

redisposed in 5 mL of Mili-Q water. 

2A.3 Results and discussion 

Up to the present time, the mechanism of formation of nanorods in aqueous 

solution by the CTAB surfactant remains debatable 8. One of the suggested 

mechanisms of nanorods growth was proposed by Murphy et. al. which is a “zipping” 

mechanism (Fig. 2A.1) 9. In this mechanism, CTAB promotes the growth of nanorods 

by adsorbing the head group of CTAB onto the surface of the gold nanoparticles in a 
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“bilayer pattern” on the sides of the rods rather than the ends of the rods. In addition, 

CTAB head-group can direct the crystal faces because it binds to the gold surface at the 

[100] plane 9. 

 

Fig. 2A.1: Depiction of “zipping” mechanism for the formation of the bilayer of CTAB 
(squiggles) on the NRs (black rectangle) surface may assist NRs formation as more gold ion 

(black dots) is introduced 9 
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Fig. 2A.2: UV-Vis. spectra of the gold nanoparticles in Seeds, sets A, B, and C. (prepared 
accordingly to the Murphy method as described in the experimental section) 

 

Fig. 2A.3: The TEM images of gold nanorods with other shapes is the final product (set C) 
that prepared accordingly to the Murphy method as described in the experimental section 
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Fig. 2A.4: UV-Vis. spectra of the Au nanospheroidal in (prepared accordingly to the Murphy 
method as described in the Experimental section) 

 

 

Fig. 2A.5: The TEM images of nano-spheroidal Au that prepared accordingly to the Murphy 
method as described in the experimental section 
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Fig. 2A.6: UV-Vis. spectra of the Au NPs in seeds, sets A, B, C, and D accordingly to the 
Murphy method as described in the experimental section 

 

 

Fig. 2A.7: The TEM images of gold nanorods with other shapes is the final product (set D) 
that prepared accordingly to the Murphy method as described in the experimental section 
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Fig. 2A.8: UV-Vis. spectra of the Au and Au@SiO2 NPs 

 

 

Fig. 2A.9: The TEM images of the Au and Au@SiO2 NPs that prepared accordingly                 
to the Liz method as described in the experimental section 
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3. Synthesis of Au nanostars (Au NSts) 10 

3A.1 Materials 

Chloroauric acid HAuCl4.3H2O (99.99%, Aldrich), Silver nitrate AgNO3 

(99.95%, Aldrich), cetyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide CTAB (≥ 99.99, Aldrich) and 

(99%, Acros), sodium borohydride NaBH4 (99.99%, Aldrich), Hydrochloric acid ACS 

reagent, (37%, Aldrich), and L-ascorbic acid C6H8O6 (≥99%, Aldrich), were used as 

received. All glassware was washed with aqua regia. Then, they were rinsed with 

distilled water, and purified deionized water DI-water. Mili-Q water was used in all 

experiments. The aqueous solutions of sodium borohydride and L-ascorbic acid were 

freshly prepared every time. 

3A.2 Synthesis 

After synthesis seeds gold nanoparticles, 10 μL of 1 N of HCl was added into 10 

mL of the growth solution. After that, 0.1 mL of AgNO3 and 0.05 mL of 0.1 ascorbic 

acid were added into the solution under vigorous stirring. Finally, Au nanostars were 

washed by centrifugation 2000 RCF for 20 min and dispersed in a10 mL of 1 mM CTAB 

aqueous solution.  
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3A.3 Results and discussion 

A Silver nitrate is used to provide silver ions which play a catalyzing role in the 

gold nanostar growth process. CTAB is responsible for anisotropic growth of gold. 

With examine the TEM image of AuNSts (Fig. 3A.2), we can see long and sharp tips, 

pointing in arbitrary directions in which exhibit multiple plasmon resonances, strong 

field enhancements located at their tips, as well as large scattering cross sections as we 

can see in Fig.3A1. The nanostars could have a near infrared absorption peak. 

Unfortunately, our instrument spectrophotometer is in a range of approximately 400 

to 800 nm. So, we could not see the peak absorption. plasmonic nanostars one of the 

most promising candidates for an effective photon-management in organic and 

inorganic optoelectronic devices, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) as well as 

for biosensing. 
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Fig.3A.1: UV-VIS. spectra of the Au nanostarts in Water 

 

 

Fig. 3A.2: TEM image of Au NSts 
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4. Growth of Silver Nano-trees Under Laser Irradiation 

4.A Materials 

Silver nitrate AgNO3 (≥99%, Aldrich), Sodium Citrate dihydrate 

Na3C6H5O7.2H2O (99+%, Aldrich), tannic acid C76H52O46 (ACS reagent, Aldrich), D-

Glucose anhydrous C6H12O6 (Mallinckrodt), and chitosan (C6H11NO4)n (Sigma-

Aldrich). The glass substrates were cleaned by sonicating in deionized water then 

acetone for 15 min each. These cleaned glass substrates were dried in oven, then 

exposed to UV/Ozone cleaning. For irradiation, a 405 nm blue/violet laser are applied 

to initiate the growth of silver nanoparticles on the glass substrates at room 

temperature. Also, the effect of rigidity of surface on the growth of silver nanoparticles, 

dry and wet samples on glass substrates were explored. This work was done by the 

undergrad student Nahyun Lee. 

4.A.2 Synthesis 11 

Silver seeds were prepared by heating a 25 mL aqueous solution containing 

sodium citrate (5 mM) and tannic acid (0.025 mM) in a round-bottom flask. As boiling 

began, 0.25 mL of AgNO3 (0.25 mM) was added. The color of the solution turned 

yellow immediately. The solution was cooled until the temperature reached 90℃, then 

the silver nanoparticles were grown by injecting 0.025 mL of sodium citrate (25 mM) 

followed by 0.0625 mL of tannic acid (2.5 mM) and 0.0625 mL of AgNO3 (1 M). 
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4A.3 Results and discussion 

In this study, we modified the sizes and shapes of the spherical silver 

nanoparticles under irradiation without using reducing agent. The initial Ag NPs were 

prepared by chemical reduction. Then we used two different surfactants Chitosan and 

d-glucose in order to explore the effect of viscosities on the growth of Ag nanotrees 

(Fig. 4A.1). 

 

Fig. 4A.1: SEM images of silver nano-trees grown from spherical chitosan-Ag NPs after laser 
irradiation on wet surface (a) without growth solution (15 sec); (b) with growth solution (10 

sec). The red circle (right) indicates the irradiated area. The silver nano-trees were also grown 
in the non-irradiated areas due to the energy transfer through Ag NP 
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The growth of the silver nanotrees is obtained by irradiating the silver 

nanoparticles with highly viscous surfactant chitosan under 405 nm visible laser 

without using any reducing agent in few seconds. These findings can be extended to 

observe whether Ag NPs can also be fully grown into interconnected ordered nano-

trees without addition of growth solution in few seconds. Further research can be done 

to examine whether fully dried Ag NPs deposited on the glass substrates, which has 

high surface rigidity, can grow the silver nano-trees by laser irradiation. 
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